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Abstract 

The overall goal of this work was to design an intelligent method to reduce the cognitive and 

physical burdens associated with walking using lower-limb exoskeletons after paralysis. Lower-

limb exoskeletons with many operating modes (i.e., walking patterns) can be challenging to work 

with. Manufacturers have allocated a switch button, allowing their users to select an 

operating/walking mode by switching through a list of available modes. This approach however, 

consumes a lot of time and energy from users, as they have to switch many times to get their 

desired mode at each switching instance. The work in this thesis used temporal-difference (TD) 

learning from the field of computational reinforcement learning (RL), that requires no previous 

modeling and/or a training dataset, to reduce the switching-related issues. Through the use of 

biologically-inspired general value functions (GVFs), an adaptive controller (referred to as 

adaptive switching method) was designed to reduce the number of required switching actions on 

the part of the user and limit it to a single switching action (one time hitting a switch button) at 

each switching instance. The adaptive switching method used the environmental and contextual 

representations to create predictions on the future usage of each operating/walking mode, 

specific to each individual. Using TD learning, the predictions about the GVFs related to each 

operating/walking mode were updated and adapted to the exoskeleton users’ (the experimenters) 

preferences.  

Three users each performed three unique experimental scenarios, wearing the exoskeleton and 

using the adaptive switching method. The scenarios were designed to be most representative of 

the real-world situations. Adaptive switching method created a ranking mechanism in the 

switching list, ranking the operating modes based on their likelihood of being used next, from 

top of the list to the bottom. The order of the operating modes in the switching list was updated 
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at each time step. Learning parameters (e.g., learning weights) were initialized to zero and built 

upon users’ switching behavior. Predictions were quickly learned and formed the ideal order of 

the modes in the switching list based on the users’ walking patterns. In the case of uncertainties 

(i.e., when more than one operating mode could be utilized), the machine-learned method 

(adaptive switching) was able to predict all of the likely mode utilizations and ranked the desired 

modes at the top of the switching list. When a change in the users’ behavior was seen, the 

adaptive controller was able to quickly adapt to that changing behavior, unlearn the previous 

behavior and learn the new walking pattern. The adaptive controller did not force the users to 

select a mode, but optimized their switching actions. This work demonstrated that the developed 

machine-learned controller can adapt to different walking behaviors and changing environments, 

without the need for offline training. It created an avenue for personalized walking and smart, 

optimized human-robot interactions. 

This proof-of-concept work is the first demonstration of GVF prediction and learning in lower-

limb exoskeleton control. The outcomes of this work contribute to the fields of neuroscience, 

robotics, computing science and engineering, and sets the path for further investigation of 

biologically-inspired learning methods in wearable robots and human-robot interactions. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This thesis work is the first demonstration of the utility of a predictive approach, called general 

value functions (GVFs), for generating a smart system for lower-limb exoskeletons. As part of 

this thesis, the system is shown to be capable of adapting to the intention of lower-limb 

exoskeleton users in real-time and is inspired by the cerebellar neural circuity. This adaptation to 

the users’ intention mimics the adaptation of a Purkinje cell to signals sent by mossy and 

climbing fibers in the cerebellum and its error-correction behavior, which is the basis of motor 

coordination. Using this biologically-inspired method for controlling an exoskeleton is a step 

towards incorporating biologically-inspired mechanisms for generating advanced human-like 

intelligence in robots. 

The brain and spinal cord, forming the central nervous system (CNS), are responsible for 

receiving sensory information, processing those, and issuing motor signals. In case of any 

damage to either of these, however, an important function may be lost. Being able to walk is 

among the functions that can be significantly affected during impairments to the CNS. Spinal 

cord injury (SCI), stroke, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, etc. are among those 

neurological conditions that can weaken or completely disrupt the ability to walk. 

Regeneration of the damaged tissues in the CNS may be the eventual solution for recovery from 

those neurological impairments. However, ongoing regeneration studies [1], [2] have failed, to 

date, to improve function after CNS injuries in humans [3]. This has led research studies to 

search for alternate approaches. Some approaches are designed and tested specifically for 

restoring walking function after damage to either the brain [4], [5] or the spinal cord [6]–[8], 

while other approaches are targeting overall walking recovery regardless of the impaired area, 
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mostly through wearable technologies [9]. Substantial functional improvements after injuries 

have been attained through innovative rehabilitation and assistive devices [10]. One domain for 

restoration of walking after injury which still has a lot of room for improvement, is using 

assistive robotic systems; namely, powered lower-limb exoskeletons [11].  

1.1 Powered Lower-limb Exoskeletons – current research and challenges 
Powered lower-limb exoskeletons are wearable robotic devices that provide mobility assistance 

and have different active joints that can be controlled either automatically or by their users, 

depending on the implemented control strategy for the device. What makes these exoskeletons 

beneficial for rehabilitation and gait restoration research is their capability to track the desired 

motions presented to them with high accuracy, their application in both the community and the 

home environment, collecting data from different joint motions with their built-in sensors that 

can be used as feedback, and providing different levels of assistance to users with a variety of 

conditions such as people with complete SCI (no motor function) and incomplete SCI (limited 

motor function) [12]. Many powered lower-limb exoskeletons such as Indego [13], Lokomat 

[14], ReWalk [15], and Exo-H3 [16], are developed and currently being used for rehabilitation 

research with one or more active joints. Figure 1.1 presents some examples of these devices, 

currently used in clinical domains. The available exoskeletons, despite their noticeable 

capabilities in assisting their users still have some limitations that are preventing them from 

being easily and widely used in society. There are both hardware (mechanical design) and 

software (controller) limitations that will be discussed later in this introduction.   
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1.1.1 Commercially Available Lower-limb Exoskeletons 

Different types of lower-limb exoskeletons are currently being used in clinical settings and 

research laboratories to investigate their capabilities for rehabilitation and mobility assistance. 

Researchers are aiming to enhance both the structural arrangements and the underlying control 

strategies of these available exoskeletons to make them suitable for daily usage. Many 

companies and their associated research laboratories are manufacturing lower-limb exoskeletons 

with various capabilities. Some of the widely used devices in the clinical and research settings 

are summarized below: 

1.1.1.1 The Hybrid Assistive Limb (Hal) Exoskeleton 

The hybrid assistive limb (Hal) Exoskeleton [17] is developed by researchers from Tsukuba 

University and Cyberdyne robotics company (Japan) to support and enhance motor function (Fig 

1.1 a) and is the first lower-limb exoskeleton used in clinical studies in 2009 [18], [19]. This 

exoskeleton is designed in two versions; two legs and one leg only with active hip and knee 

joints in the sagittal plane. It is purposed to be a hybrid exoskeleton in its underlying control 

strategy since it is capable of detecting the users’ bioelectrical signals of the lower limb (if 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     (a)                          (b)                           (c)                      (d)                     (e)                      (f) 

 
Figure 1.1 Some types of the commercially available lower-limb exoskeletons. a) Hybrid assistive limb (Hal) 
exoskeleton b) ReWalk exoskeleton c) Robotic Exo H3 exoskeleton d) EksoNR exoskeleton e) REX exoskeleton f) 
Indego exoskeleton. 
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detectable) and incorporating that into its motion planning system. It also has free joints (not 

controlled) for the hip and ankle with 2 degrees of freedom (DOF) in the frontal and horizontal 

planes. The main purpose of this exoskeleton is to support or provide assistance for sitting, 

standing up, and walking. Moreover, it is equipped with a remote monitoring system that sends 

the joints’ signals as visual feedback to the operator for updating and adjusting the design 

properties, if needed. Therefore, this device can be a great candidate for use in remote areas as 

well [17].  

1.1.1.2 The ReWalk Exoskeleton 

The ReWalk exoskeleton (Argo Medical Technologies Ltd., Israel) is the first lower-limb 

exoskeleton (Fig 1.1 b) that received Food and Drug Administration (FDA) clearance for use in 

rehabilitation and for personal use at home in the United States. Similar to the Hal, the motors 

are designed to control the hip and knee joints in the sagittal plane, while the ankle joints have a 

mechanical structure, with spring-assisted dorsiflexion [15]. The recommended walking speed 

for this device is 0.6 m/s. Its underlying control strategy uses the joint angles as feedback to 

trigger movements. It also arguably, has stair climbing capabilities [20].  

1.1.1.3 The Robotic Exo H3 Exoskeleton 

The Exo-H3n (Technaid S.L., Madrid, Spain), utilizes brushless DC motors to actuate 3 DOFs of 

each leg (hip, knee, ankle) in the sagittal plane (Fig 1.1 c). It is equipped with security 

considerations such as a power shut-down button and mechanical stops if needed. The built-in 

sensors can provide the joint angles in real-time and pressure sensors can provide the center of 

pressure information for each foot [16]. This device has been primarily designed for research 

purposes and allows for the integration of custom control strategies into its onboard computers. 
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The basic device movements (such as gait speeds, sitting, and standing up) can be also controlled 

using an Android app. 

1.1.1.4 The EksoNR Exoskeleton 

The EksoNR (Ekso Bionics, Richmond, CA, USA) (Fig 1.1 d) is considered the first lower-limb 

exoskeleton with FDA approval to be used for people with stroke. It also has FDA approval for 

people with SCI at levels C7 to L5. It is equipped with hip and knee active joints and a passive 

dorsiflexion ankle joint. The captured joints’ data are stored in a cloud-based dashboard for 

faster and better access. The software includes a variety of control programs to help with the 

users’ balance, squat and in-place stepping (eksobionics.com).  

1.1.1.5 The REX Exoskeleton 

The REX exoskeleton (Rex Bionics, Auckland, New Zealand) is recognized as the first (and only 

by the time of writing this thesis) commercially available exoskeleton with self-supporting 

characteristics, which makes it independent of walkers or crutches. However, this characteristic 

makes it heavier than the other exoskeletons and reduces the overall walking speed capabilities. 

It is capable of executing forward, backward, sideways and turning movements and also can be 

considered for rehabilitation exercises such as squats, leg swings, sit-to-stand, and stretches 

(www.rexbionics.com).   

1.1.1.6 The Indego Exoskeleton 

The Indego exoskeleton (Parker Hannifin Corporation, Cleveland, Oh, USA) is the device used 

in this thesis work where the hip and knee joints are powered by brushless DC motors (Fig 1.1 f) 

and is considered the second wearable lower-limb exoskeleton (after Hal) used for clinical 

evaluation in 2011 [18] under the name, Vanderbilt exoskeleton, at that time [21]. The motors of 

this device can provide up to 12 Nm of continuous and 40 Nm short-duration (less than 2 sec) 
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torque [13]. In case of a power failure, there are brakes located on the knee joints to prevent knee 

buckling. The device is powered by a lithium battery, located in the hip piece. The distributed 

embedded system of the device is responsible for data processing, feeding the electronics, power 

management, and controlling the communication between different boards and interfaces. The 

device weight is ~ 13kg, considered the lightest among previously introduced exoskeletons, and 

should be accompanied by a walker or crutches when walking. It is considered for use by people 

with spinal injury at levels of T3 to L5 in both community and home environments. The desired 

control strategy for controlling its hip and knee joints can be designed in the Real-time Desktop 

Simulink environment of MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) which then 

communicates with the exoskeleton system through the Vector VN1610 CAN interface. The 

device can also be controlled with its baseline controller via Bluetooth connection through an 

iOS pad that is preloaded on an iPod. The iOS app can be utilized for tracking the joint angles 

and changing some basic settings and is useful for clinical settings. The baseline controller uses a 

state control strategy, starting from sit-to-stand movement and cycling through alternating the 

left and right legs. Figure 1.2 shows the baseline control strategy of the Indego exoskeleton and 

the possible transitions between states in the Real-time Desktop Simulink environment. Each of 

these states are initiated based on the changes in the users’ hip tilt angle and the distance between 

the center of mass projection and the forward ankle joint onto the ground plane [13]. This makes 

the executed movements slow and robotic (not continuous) in appearance.  
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1.1.2 Sensors and Actuators in Exoskeletons 

Different sensors and actuators (motors) can be implemented in the exoskeletons to increase their 

capabilities. Electromechanical motors are responsible for motor actuation and providing the 

desired movements of the limbs. In some cases, and depending on the level of the injury, 

electrical muscle stimulation can also be used for augmenting the generation of the desired 

walking patterns. Exoskeletons are also equipped with sensors. Kinematic and kinetic sensors 

such as pressure, torque, force, and tilt sensors, gyroscopes, accelerometers, infrared distance 

sensors and ultrasonic devices are all examples of sensors that can be incorporated into these 

devices. These sensors have the capability of recording the relevant signals (such as joint angles, 

Figure 1.2 Baseline state control strategy of the Indego exoskeleton in the Simulink environment. The startup state 
performs the sit-to-stand movement and then cycles through the left-right alternations. A stateTimer also has been 
placed to automatically perform the next action in an open-loop setup in case the desired pressure or tilt signal is not 
detected before the allocated period. 
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and ground reaction forces) to be analyzed later or for tracking changes in walking over time. 

They also can provide feedback to the control system in real-time; therefore, increasing the 

awareness of the devices of their own movements and also the environment. In addition to the 

sensors equipped on the device, exoskeletons can also benefit from body-worn sensors such as 

electromyography (EMG) and electroencephalography (EEG) signals. These signals also can be 

used either in real-time or offline to assist with the control. They can also be analyzed later to 

modify the rehabilitation pattern or the training routine of the users. Another application of this 

recorded signals is as a training dataset for designing intelligent controllers. 

1.1.3 Mechanical Limitations of Exoskeletons 

Currently available lower-limb exoskeletons are facing major concerns in their mechanical 

design. In Rodríguez-Fernández et al. [18], over 25 lower-limb exoskeletons (6 had FDA 

approval) were analyzed to detect the structural and mechanical limitations. The first structural 

limitation seen in the lower-limb exoskeletons is the number of DOF of joints. Except for the 

REX exoskeleton [22] which allows movements in all planes, other reviewed devices only allow 

movements in the sagittal plane. This can be problematic especially when performing turning 

movements that require flexibility in other planes as well. However, increasing the number of 

active joints will require an additional actuation system which will lead to an increase in both 

weight and cost of the device. According to this systematic review [18], 76% of the reviewed 

devices incorporate 2 active joints (hip and knee) with the ankle joint either fixed (such as 

Indego) or passive. Reducing the number of active joints and as a result, the DOF of movements, 

will make the devices less desirable and reduces the ease with which daily activities can be 

performed. Another structural challenge can be seen in the actuator types that are currently used. 

Of the investigated devices in Rodríguez-Fernández et al. [18], 88% had electric motors and the 
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remaining 12% either used hydraulic or pneumatic actuation. Although electric motors are 

capable of providing immediate feedback and can be programmed easily with accurate control 

positioning, they are expensive. They are not suitable for hazardous areas (unlike pneumatic 

ones) and can overheat if used continuously. Each electric motor has a specific speed, thrust and 

force limits and if these limits need to be exceeded, the motor needs to be changed [23]. Power 

supply can be seen as another major limitation. These devices are only capable of providing 2-4 

hour of continuous supply and as a result, this can be problematic when a charging station is not 

available [18]. 

1.1.4 Control Challenges of Exoskeletons 

In addition to the mechanical design limitations mentioned in the previous section, controlling 

the movements of the available joints and being responsive to users’ commands is another 

equally important challenge in exoskeletons. The ultimate goal of many research avenues in the 

control domain is to take users’ intention into account while reducing the effort needed to 

perform tasks, and eventually making the orthosis adaptive to the users’ need in a safe manner. 

To this end, many control strategies have been designed and tested experimentally. Generally, 

there are three main areas of focus for designing control strategies for exoskeletons: high-level, 

mid-level and low-level control [10], [24]. In simple terms, high-level controllers determine the 

walking mode, while mid-level controllers shape the desired joint trajectories or torques [25]–

[27]. Low-level controllers aim to track the desired joint trajectories or joint torques, and are 

known as either position-controllers [28], [29] or torque/force-controllers [30], [31]. The main 

focus of the work in this MSc thesis is on high-level control and as a result, the reminder of this 

section is allocated to the high-level control concept.  
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1.1.4.1 High-level Control 

A high level controller can be seen as a perception and motion planning layer [32] that 

characterizes the overall status or behavior of the robotic device. Both knowledge of the 

environment and user-dependent measurements (such as ground reaction forces, joint torques, 

joint angles, brain-activity signals, etc.) can be used as the inputs to the high level controller, 

while the output is expected to be a specific mode of walking [10]. The modes available on a 

control system are predefined modes, ideally designed based on the needs of the users. They can 

consist of straight walking with different speeds and step lengths [20], turning left/right, and 

various tasks such as stair ascending, stair descending [20], [33], [34], sit-to-stand and stand-to-

sit transitions [20], [35], [36]. In this regard, selecting the user’s intended next mode has been 

identified as the major concern of high-level controllers, especially when a variety of modes are 

present [10]. In a recent review [10], high-level controllers were divided into 4 main categories 

as: brain-computer interfaces, movement recognitions, terrain detections and manual user inputs. 

1.1.4.1.1 Brain-Computer Interfaces - still not reliable as a high-level controller  

This category of high-level controllers, which mostly uses electroencephalography (EEG) 

recordings from the brain [37]–[40], faces many practical issues such as artifact removal, 

requirement of high concentration of the user which prevents them from performing other 

cognitive activities at the same time, the lengthy procedure of preparing the EEG electrodes, and 

losing recording accuracy over time [41], [42]. Therefore, using brain activity signals cannot be 

considered as a practical method in the near future. 

1.1.4.1.2 Movement Recognition – promising for people with detectable motor thresholds 

Another group of strategies (movement recognitions) aim to determine the desired mode of 

walking by relying on the user’s body movements and forces, mostly originating from the lower 
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body. In one study [43], a state controller was implemented for walking in 4 different ground 

inclination scenarios. By crossing predetermined thresholds on the ankle angles of an ankle-foot 

orthosis, the different scenarios were activated. In another study [44], a nonlinear network was 

trained to estimate the passive torques. Based on the estimated passive torques and total amount 

of measured joint torques, the human-robot interaction torque was calculated and passed through 

a threshold-crossing algorithm to detect user intention of increasing or decreasing speed and 

step-length. Despite the simplicity of these threshold-crossing techniques, some practical issues 

still exist. All of the tests using these strategies have to date been performed in neurologically-

intact users in laboratory settings, and it is unclear if they are applicable to people with SCI. 

Specifically, it is uncertain that persons with SCI can apply the desired amount of detectable 

torques to cross the pre-defined thresholds. Therefore, each user with SCI would need to go 

through preliminary assessments in which a certain level of threshold is assigned for their case; 

however, this level may not be appropriate when the user’s ability to generate torque is affected 

by fatigue. Furthermore, these methods are limited to people with motor incomplete SCI (ASIA 

C and D [45]) and cannot be used for people with motor complete SCI who would be unable to 

generate any torque. Instead of threshold-crossing methods, lower-limb signals were also used 

for training machine learning algorithms, mostly supervised learning, to classify different sensor 

values for a specific mode. (The common machine learning models utilized nowadays are 

described in Sec 1.2). In Villa-Parra et al. [46], surface EMG signals acquired from the trunk and 

lower-limbs were used to train a classifier that distinguished between different states of over-

ground walking. In Chinimilli et al. [47], thigh angles acquired from inertial measurement units 

(IMUs) were used in a machine-learned supervised algorithm to provide hip assistive torque 

during different gait activities. These learning systems require a high amount of recorded data for 
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their training sets due to the high variability among different users, and face major challenges in 

becoming fully generalizable [48]. In addition to the lower body movements, trunk and upper 

body movements were also investigated for mode detection. In Farkhatdinov et al. [49] head and 

trunk angular positions acquired from neurologically-intact participants were used to detect 

users’ intention for turning left and right. As another example, the basic control strategy in some 

exoskeletons such as the Indego exoskeleton [50], requires leaning forward (changing the center 

of pressure) to perform sit-to-stand or stand-to-walk movements. Therefore, although using 

upper body movements can make the control decisions more reliable in people with injuries that 

have affected the function of their lower limbs, it has limited capabilities in real-world as it 

forces the users to perform specific and often unnatural upper body movements.  

1.1.4.1.3 Terrain Detections – have potential, but must be coupled with other strategies  

The terrain detection category uses different sensors or cameras such as IMUs [36], [51], infrared 

distance sensors [51], [52], head-mounted cameras [53], chest-mounted RGB camera systems 

[54], and ultrasonic devices on the waist [55] to recognize either the distance between the user 

and obstacles or different terrain types such as stairs or uneven surfaces. This recently emerging 

category has shown promising results [52], [53]. Nonetheless, if implemented independently of 

other high level control categories, its usage is limited to modes that are only environment-

dependent. This technique would not be able to provide high-level control knowledge in the 

absence of any objects or obstacles, detectable by these sensors.  

1.1.4.1.4 Manual User Input: most common, have shown potential for improvements 

While previous methods are still in the research phase, controlling the device through user input 

is being introduced as the basic underlying control method of the commercially available 

exoskeletons. This method works directly through user commands, either with switch buttons or 
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voice-control [20], [21], [41]. The push-button approach is less susceptible to errors than the 

speech-recognition technique because it is not affected by environmental noises and is the most 

currently implemented high-level approach for the end users [41]. It is simple to implement, and 

has the capacity for adding more modes. Figure 1.3 shows an example of a lower-limb 

exoskeleton equipped with a switch-button panel for performing different walking movements.  

Manual User Inputs Drawbacks – what is the evidence? 

Despite the benefits of using push-button switching systems for lower-limb exoskeletons, they 

have several drawbacks. Using a single switch and going through a list of operating modes 

requires both high transition times to toggle between modes and a high number of switching 

actions (hitting a switch button to get the desired mode) for a single switch system. Using a panel 

of switches (one for each mode) also limits the capacity of adding more modes. Therefore, these 

push-button strategies make the user feel uncomfortable, decrease the speed of performing tasks, 

and require a high degree of mental concentration, thus increasing the chance of errors [41].  

A recent (2019) qualitative study involving prosthesis users and therapists in Europe [56], 

described the participants’ opinions on using a prosthesis with several available operating modes 

Figure 1.3 An example of an exoskeleton (TWIICE) utilizing a switch-button panel for switching between several 
operating modes, as: slow gait, fast gait, sitting down, stairs ascent, stairs descent and variable step lengths [18].  
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under two control approaches: 1) manual switching from a pre-defined list of modes, and 2) a 

pattern recognition approach using EMG signals from the residual limb. The study concluded 

that almost all of the participants found the manual switching approach (first method) as a major 

problem, describing it as “too time-consuming”, “taking lots of effort” and “mentally and 

physically exhausting,” leading to abandoning the device [56]. Here are some direct quotes from 

the participants, indicating their feelings after using the manual switching approach, according to 

Franzke et al. [56]. The participants’ id is mentioned after each quote as Pi and therapists’ id as 

Ti. 

“The control. . . it always takes effort… And if it takes me a lot of effort to do a certain 

task…Then I do it once, then I do it twice, but I won’t do it a third time (P2). It is more that you 

sometimes think … this switching to another grip function … That you have to use a trigger and 

then you continue with the next step … Then it takes you a bit longer (P12). I don’t get that under 

control. It’s just very difficult (P11). Well, you just take the path of least resistance. And I won’t 

slow down my movements just to utilize my prosthesis (P16). Actually it should do it faster… it 

has to switch faster (T3). 

The pattern recognition method (second approach) in the mentioned study is not applicable to 

lower-limb exoskeleton users who are unable to exert EMG activity in their lower limb muscles, 

including persons with SCI or stroke. Although some improvements over current switching 

systems were identified, the study participants were still not fully satisfied with this approach. 

Specifically, the system was unable to predict the correct movements in cases where the signals 

changed due to noise or unexpected situations, such as when a participant was carrying a bag of 

groceries shopping [56]. Other limitations of pattern recognition approaches are similar to those 

discussed the Movement Recognition section (Sec 1.1.4.1.2).  
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The same issues of manual switching are present when using lower-limb exoskeletons. A newly 

published qualitative study from the Netherlands interviewed 13 people with SCI with 

exoskeleton experience for their needs and wishes for the future lower-limb exoskeleton [57]. 

The most important need was making the exoskeleton systems easier to use and work with. The 

study reported a consensus to incorporate different modes such as step and/or speed adjustment 

controls to enhance the exoskeletons’ utility. There were uncertainties on how to implement the 

controller though, suggesting control interfaces to be put on crutches, with functionality similar 

to the automatic gear transition mechanisms in cars [57]. 

Overall, what is evident is a need for a more intelligent approach for controlling the exoskeletons 

and adapting them to the users’ need. A system that is intelligent enough to predict the users’ 

next movement, while also not being dependent on signals from their limbs would be highly 

desirable. 

Studies on enhancing control methods using a switch-button panel where switching is performed 

based on a pre-ordered list of available modes have been pursued in other areas such as upper-

limb prostheses [58]–[61]. In those studies and also in this thesis, intelligent learning methods 

were utilized as the underlying control strategies of the devices. As a result, the following section 

is allocated to describing the most common learning methods that are used for controlling robotic 

devices. 

1.2 Intelligent Learning Methods 
The concept of artificial intelligence (AI) was introduced in 1950s and soon after, machine 

learning methods were described in 1980s. Since then, researchers, scientists, entrepreneurs and 

many others have begun to incorporate ideas from these two concepts to benefit the society, 

improve the quality of life, automate tasks and help people who are in need of help. AI enables 
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machines to think like humans and machine learning, which is a part of AI, was introduced as the 

science of getting computers to learn without being explicitly programmed [62]. Machine 

learning methods can be generally divided into three broad categories of unsupervised, 

supervised and reinforcement learning. In this section, the two latter fields currently used for 

enhancing the control of exoskeletons are described in detail. The unsupervised learning methods 

are usually utilized for clustering and/or reducing the dimensionality of data and are out of scope 

of this introduction. 

1.2.1 Supervised Learning Methods 

Supervised learning algorithms are the most widely used methods in machine learning, where 

pre-labelled data are incorporated to classify different groups or to predict a future numerical 

value. Inputs to the algorithms that are used as examples to train the model are known as the 

training dataset. They are used to optimize the values of initialized weights and biases of the 

learning system (if available) that drive the predictions. There is one output for each input, with 

each input being a class or a numerical value. The biological equivalent is concept learning, 

where past experiences are used to create associations, extract commonalities or to find 

distinctions and adapt that learned knowledge to respond to a novel stimulus or to classify 

objects [63], [64]. The idea of concept learning has been the topic of interest among many 

researchers exploring prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex and hippocampal activation patterns [63], 

[65]–[67]. Usually, a sufficient amount of training examples (training datasets) are needed to 

train the system to enable it to distinguish between different classes or different values whenever 

new examples are introduced, known as the test dataset.  

Supervised learning methods can be divided into many different algorithms and some of the most 

applicable ones to locomotion generation and exoskeleton control are introduced here. 
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1.2.1.1 Regression Analysis 

One of the most fundamental methods in supervised learning is regression analysis. Driven from 

statistical modeling, regression analysis uses statistical concepts to drive relationships between 

one or more independent variables (known as features, Xi) and one dependent variable (the 

outcome, yi) [68]. In the simplest model, linear regression aims to fit a line (in 2 dimensional 

space) or a plane (in higher dimensional space) to the available dataset, using the following 

equation: 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑊𝑖𝑋𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖                                                                                                                           (1.1) 

Where y is the outcome and X is the vector of features. W and b are the weight vector and bias 

terms, respectively, which are optimized during the learning process using the gradient descent 

algorithm, an optimization algorithm that aims to find local minima of a goal function [69]. In 

case of a classification problem, the output (yi) is sent to a softmax function. This is a function 

that calculates the probability of the input belonging to a class. The classification method is 

known as logistic regression and its softmax algorithm is provided in the following equation: 

𝜎(𝑦)𝑖 =
𝑒𝑦𝑖

∑ 𝑒
𝑦𝑗𝑘

𝑗=1

                                                                                                                          (1.2) 

where the output 𝜎(𝑦)𝑖 is a probability of belonging to the ith class among all k classes, 

calculated as a positive integer between 0 and 1. 

Linear and logistic regression algorithms are widely used in prediction or classification of 

biological signals and/or different sensor values associated with exoskeletons. In Li et al. [70] a 

regression model was trained using ankle angle and contact forces at the toe and heel to detect 

gait events during walking with a powered ankle-foot orthosis. Their approach showed ~40% 
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enhancement in the accuracy of event detection compared to a threshold crossing algorithm. In 

Hahne et al. [71] different variations of regression methods (linear regression, mixture of linear 

experts and kernel ridge regression (KRR)) were applied on EMG signals recorded from both 

neurologically-intact people and a person with congenital upper limb deficiency. Their results 

showed that the KRR method outperformed other methods in its control accuracy, while the 

mixture of linear experts method, which is a physiologically inspired extension of linear 

regression, also showed great potential for further investigations as it required lower 

computational cost and hardware during calibration and prediction phases. 

1.2.1.2 Support Vector Machines 

Support vector machines (SVMs) is a very powerful algorithm for classification that not only 

aims to classify the dataset, but also aims to find the best possible decision boundary. The best 

possible boundary is the boundary that maintains the largest distance (margin) between the 

separation line and the points in each class, in proximity to that boundary (Fig. 1.4). This will 
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Figure 1.4 An example of the SVM decision process and its kernel trick. (a) shows a non-linear classification 
problem between two classes in one dimension. (b) shows the translated non-linear problem into a linear one in the 
2 dimensional space using the kernel trick. The boundary points are called support vectors as they are fundamental 
to the decision boundary establishment. The goal is to provide the largest distance between the support vectors and 
the separation line (solid red line), using the boundary lines (red, dashed lines). 
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make the algorithm faster in classification than other algorithms when there is a clear margin of 

separation between points of different classes. It also uses only a subset of the training dataset 

that is in proximity to the boundary line, called support vectors (Fig. 1.4), which increases the 

efficiency in memory allocation. Another important advantage of SVM is known as its kernel 

tricks. Kernel is a function in SVM that translates a non-linear problem to a linear problem in 

one higher dimension; therefore, avoiding complexities of non-linear classifications [72]. An 

illustration of the SVM algorithm and its kernel trick is shown in Fig. 1.4. 

SVMs have also been used widely for high-level control of robotic devices and specifically, 

lower-limb exoskeletons. In Xu et al. [73], an SVM was trained using IMU measurements from 

the knee joint of a unilateral knee assistive exoskeleton for real-time detection of gait events. 

IMU recordings from a bilateral HeSA (Hip Exoskeleton for Superior Augmentation) [47] were 

also incorporated for high-level control, by training an SVM to detect transitions between 

activities in real-time. Huang et al. [74] showed that an SVM can be trained with EMG 

recordings from gluteal and residual thigh muscles and also ground reaction forces as inputs. 

Features from EMG signals (mean absolute value, number of slope sign changes, waveform 

length, and number of zero crossings) were extracted to be passed to the classifier along with the 

ground reaction forces to classify gait states during stance (initial double-stance, single-limb 

stance, terminal double stance) and swing phases for prosthetic leg users with transfemoral 

amputation. Their trained SVM showed a 99% accuracy for the stance states and 95% accuracy 

for the swing state and predicted the correct transitions, 300-650 ms before the prosthetic foot 

left or touched the ground. 

Although the mentioned supervised learning algorithms showed high accuracy (above 90%) for 

classification of the provided signals, the need for manual feature extraction/selection and their 
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lack of capturing complicated patterns and associations led research investigations towards more 

advanced algorithms.  

1.2.1.3 Artificial Neural Networks 

The manual process of feature extraction and/or feature selection is prone to losing useful 

information that is not captured by the selected features. Therefore, artificial neural networks 

were introduced to automate this process by leveraging different layers of connections. They 

were inspired by the human brain neuronal connectivity, where a neuron receives inputs from 

neighbour neurons through its dendrites and sums all of the received inputs. If the total sum is 

more than a certain threshold, that neuron fires a signal that is then sent to neighboring neurons 

through its axon and associated collaterals. The same procedure is seen in neural network model 

configurations, in which each node (neuron) in the network receives a number of inputs, adds 

them together and sends the sum to an activation function that decides the level of information to 

be sent for further processing. A comparison between the neural networks’ system and its 

biological motivation can be seen in Fig 1.5.  

There can be many layers and connections of neurons in an artificial neural network, each 

requiring the magnitude of its weight (𝑤𝑖) to be optimized with the goal of making the output 

class of the network similar to the desired label, or the output numeric value closest to the 

desired value. The process of using the final loss function (comparison between output of the 

network and desired output) and moving backwards into the network to update the weights using 

gradient descent is called backpropagation [75], that uses the chain rule of derivations to 

optimize the weights of each layer with the goal of minimizing the final error. If the number of 

layers in a network exceeds three, the network becomes a deep neural network and the learning 

process is called deep learning. If all neurons from previous layers are connected to all neurons 
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in their next layers, the network is called a fully-connected network. Deep learning models began 

to be used widely in many domains after the introduction of convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs) in 2012, which were developed in an attempt to achieve high image classification 

accuracy in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [76]. CNNs are 

a specific type of deep networks specialized in pattern detection, and have attracted the attention 

of many model developers and engineers in different fields. CNNs utilize filters as opposed to 

weight vectors, where each filter is focused on detecting a specific pattern from the input data, 

and can be optimized in similar approach to the weight optimization process. Due to the presence 

of filters, each neuron receives inputs only from its own filter which noticeably reduces the 

required learned parameters, when compared to a fully-connected network. 

Various versions of deep neural networks are widely used now in research with task-specific 

modifications to solve the problems of controlling robotic limbs or exoskeletons. Ren et al. [77] 
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Figure 1.5 A comparison between neuronal connections in the central nervous system (a) and in the artificial 
neural networks (b). In both scenarios, inputs from previous neurons will be sent to the target neuron through its 
dendrites. The inputs are summed together in the cell body and sent through an activation unit, which determines 
the firing rate and the information to be sent to the next neuron. 
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trained a deep network using surface EMG signals from arm muscles and joint angles to predict 

users’ motion and control an upper-limb exoskeleton. Their analysis showed that their designed 

deep-learned model performs better than traditional regression models in terms of the accuracy 

of predicting arm motion. In Laschowski et al. [78] a large dataset of images collected using their 

wearable camera during both indoor and outdoor walking scenarios was utilized to train a CNN. 

An environmental classification algorithm was designed and used for walking mode recognition 

with robotic prosthetic legs. Fang et al. [79] proposed a gait neural network (GNN) structure to 

optimize human-exoskeleton interactions. Their GNN consisted of an intermediate network, a 

target network, and a recognition and prediction model. The intermediate network was a 

sequence-learning algorithm called temporal convolutional network (proposed by Bai et al [80]) 

that used inertial sensor data to predict the intermediate sensor data. The output of the 

intermediate network was then passed to the target network that concatenated that output with 

the original input (to the intermediate network) and produced an encoded vector that contained 

both current and historical information. This vector was then passed to the recognition and 

prediction model (fully-connected networks) to predict three walking modes (standing, walking 

and running). 

Although supervised learning methods are capable of generating precise predictions (high 

classification/regression accuracy), they need to be trained on previously collected and labeled 

data. Moreover, for people with complete SCI, EMG signals of limbs may not be detectable and 

cannot be utilized to train a model to predict the users’ intent. As a result, there is a need for a 

method capable of online learning, with the ability to continually update the learned predictions 

and adapt to changes to the human-robot interactions without the need to be trained with a pre-

labeled dataset. 
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1.2.2 Reinforcement Learning Methods 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is the third branch of machine learning algorithms, with the first 

two branches being supervised and unsupervised learning methods. In RL, the goal is to 

maximize a cumulative future reward that an agent can receive by adapting its behaviour in its 

interactions with an environment. Many RL approaches, its computational perspectives and the 

terminology used in RL are similar to psychological concepts, namely theories of how different 

animals learn in laboratory environments [81]. These analogies will be discussed in the 

remainder of this introduction. 

1.2.2.1 RL Framework 

RL is a problem formulation for sequential decision making under uncertainty, where an agent 

(learner) is interacting with an environment (either virtual or physical), performing some actions 

at different states based on its policy and receiving rewards accordingly. Figure 1.6 depicts the 

fundamental elements of an RL framework and their connections with each other [81]. An agent 

can be a computer or a human experimenter, interacting in a virtual or physical environment, 
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Figure 1.6 A general RL framework. At represents the action taken by the agent at time t, St+1 represents the 
state of the environment at time t+1 and Rt+1 represents the received reward at time t+1 based on the action At 
and the state St. 
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respectively. At each time step t, a state 𝑆𝑡 of the environment is presented to the agent. The state 

contains an abstract of the most useful required information from the environment that the agent 

is present in. The sources of information (signals) presented in a state are defined before the start 

of the experiment. The agent then decides which action 𝐴𝑡 to take among all the presented 

options according to its policy and the current state 𝑆𝑡. The policy calculates the probabilities of 

selecting different actions at each state. The chosen action at time t leads to receiving a reward 

𝑅𝑡+1 at the next time step. This behaviour continues until the experiment is terminated. The 

overall goal in an RL framework is to maximize the “expected return” over the long run. The 

true (actual) return 𝐺𝑡 is defined as the discounted sum of rewards from 𝑡 + 1 to the end: 

𝐺𝑡 = ∑ 𝛾𝑘𝑅𝑡+𝑘+1
∞
𝑘=0                                                                                                                   (1.3) 

where t is the current time step and 0≤ 𝛾 ≤ 1 is the discounting factor, used to discount the 

future rewards. Discounting means that closer rewards to the current time step will have a larger 

effect on the return value than the rewards collected in future. If 𝛾 = 0, only the immediate 

reward (the reward of the next time step) will be taken into account and no attention is given to 

future outcomes. Conversely, if 𝛾 = 1, all future rewards will have a similar influence to the 

immediate reward in decision making. As future rewards are unavailable, a value function 

indicates what is desired in the long run, by estimating the “expected return”. Value 

function 𝑣𝜋(𝑠) is a function of a state that estimates how good it is for the agent to be in a 

particular state, depending on the policy. The value function calculates the expected return using 

the following equation: 

𝑣𝜋(𝑠) =  𝔼𝜋[𝐺𝑡|𝑆𝑡 = 𝑠] = 𝔼𝜋[𝑅𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝐺𝑡+1|𝑆𝑡 = 𝑠]                                                               (1.4) 
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1.2.2.2 Linear Function Approximation  

In real-world situations where the states and their learned values are too large to be represented 

using tables, value functions need to be approximated using approximation methods. At each 

state, many sources of information can be available with wide ranges of values. To optimize the 

usage of all these sources there is a need to have a computationally efficient method to present 

this information as a state at each time step. Function approximation methods are methods of 

state representations that make this process happen. In the simplest form, a linear function 

approximation technique approximates the value of a state using the following linear equation: 

𝑣 = 𝑤T𝑥(𝑠)                                                                                                                                (1.5) 

where 𝑤 is a weight vector, optimized during the learning process (with similar functionality to 

the weights discussed in Sec 1.2.1) and 𝑥 is a binary representation of the state-space, called 

feature vector. The main advantage of using feature vectors instead of storing separate state 

values in a table can be seen in their ability to generalize across similar scenarios/states while 

discriminating based on the level of their granularity. In the following sections, two main 

common methods of generating feature vector representations in linear function approximators 

are discussed. 

1.2.2.2.1 Tile Coding 

As indicated by its name, tile coding divides the continuous state-space into discrete units of 

tiles. Each tile represents a range of sensor values and is activated (i.e., gets the value of 1) once 

the sensor values fall within the allocated ranges of that tile. All other blocks of tiles remain 

inactive (with the value of 0). While one layer of tiling provides a chessboard-like environment, 

in practice, different overlapping tilings with offset are put on top of each other (Fig 1.7 a). This 

improves the generalization abilities of the system while the number of tiles in a tiling improves 
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the discriminative capabilities of the system. Therefore, tile coding performs exhaustive partition 

of the state-space using overlapping square grids. Since the grids are uniform, it is easy to 

compute which cell the current state falls into which can be beneficial in low-dimensional 

environments. However, as the number of dimensions grows, the number of required tiles grows 

exponentially. This can cause challenges with regards to memory availability and computational 

speed [82].  

1.2.2.2.2 Selective Kanerva Coding 

Selective Kanerva coding (SKC) provides a method of activating nearest randomly distributed 

prototypes to the current state with minimal computation [82]. SKC is inspired by Kanerva [83], 

where he proposed that a high-dimensional state-space can be represented by a set of randomly 

distributed points, known as prototypes [64]. SKC attempts to find and activate the 𝑐 closest 

prototypes to a state based on Euclidean distance, (Fig 1.7 b) using Hoare’s quickselect [84]. 

Similar to the tile coding, SKC assures that a unique number of prototypes is activated at each 

state. Moreover, it outperforms the tile coding approach with increasing the allocated prototypes 
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Figure 1.7 A general overview of two feature vector representation methods. (a) Tile coding for a 2D space, (b) 
Selective Kanerva coding for a single signal. In SKC, different random set of prototypes will be allocated for different 
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linearly (not exponentially) through the addition of new sensors. This helps the system run faster 

and avoid dimensionality and memory issues. 

1.2.2.3 Temporal-Difference Learning 

Temporal-difference (TD) learning is one of the fundamental algorithms in the RL domain. TD 

learning attempts to update the estimate for the value function using previously learned 

estimates. In contrast to the Monte Carlo method, TD learning does not wait until the end of an 

episode/trial to update the visited states; instead, it updates the weight vector associated with the 

value function (expected return) by bootstrapping [81]. According to equation 1.6, a TD error 

term 𝛿𝑡 is defined using the difference between discounted future estimate of the value function 

and the prediction of the current value function, plus the reward term. This error term will be 

used to update the weight vector accordingly. 

𝛿𝑡 = 𝑅𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝑉(𝑆𝑡+1) − 𝑉(𝑆𝑡)                                                                                                (1.6) 

TD learning is among the RL methods highly associated with cognitive neuroscience and 

learning behaviour in animals. An important contribution to this association between TD 

learning and natural learning was the demonstration that dopaminergic neurons in the ventral 

tegmental area (VTA) of the midbrain tend to compute reward prediction errors which can be 

seen as the difference between the actual reward and the reward predicted by the amygdala, 

orbitofrontal cortex and the ventral striatum [85]–[87]. TD learning attempts to update the 

estimate of a value function using the mentioned reward prediction errors and similarly, these 

reward prediction errors are utilized by the dopaminergic reward system to alter the firing rate of 

the nucleus accumbens in the basal forebrain, resulting in a reward-seeking behaviour [64], [85]. 

It is worth mentioning that in spite of these similarities, a major difference between the 

traditional TD learning method and reward-seeking behaviour in animals is that the reward 
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function is fixed in the former. The reward functionality in animals, however, changes 

continuously as the state of the body changes. As an example, food can be considered as a 

triggering reward only in case of hunger [85]. Computational modifications and trials are 

ongoing to develop more similar-to-reality algorithms in the RL framework [85], [88], [89]. 

1.2.2.4 General Value Functions 

While traditional RL methods attempt to maximize a future reward, in some situations the goal is 

to instead specifically predict the actual signals of interest. For this purpose, general value 

functions (GVFs) are introduced and their application for signal prediction have been 

investigated over the last decade [90]. GVFs can be introduced as value functions (or in the form 

of value functions [81]) with the capability of predicting unlimited arbitrary signals of interest 

over a window in the future [91], [92]. Therefore, the computational approaches for learning the 

approximate of the traditional value functions still can be applied to GVFs (equations 1.5 and 

1.6). The difference is that instead of predicting summation of the future reward terms, each 

signal that is intended to be predicted is referred to as a cumulant (𝐶), which is predicted in the 

form of a GVF. Similar to equation (1.3), the true return at time 𝑡 can be computed using the 

future cumulant values: 

𝐺𝑡 = ∑ 𝛾𝑘𝐶𝑡+𝑘+1
∞
𝑘=0                                                                                                                   (1.7) 

where γ here is known as the discounting factor or the termination signal [91], specifying the 

window in the future where the prediction will take place. Using γ, each prediction is a sum of 

exponentially decaying outcomes with a half-life of T time-steps [60], where T is calculated 

using the following equation: 

𝑇 =
1

1−γ
                                                                                                                                       (1.8)                            
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Each GVF prediction value can also be calculated (as the estimate of the expected return) using 

equation 1.5 for estimating a value function. 

Similar to reward-based systems with linear function approximation, GVF predictions are also 

generated using weight vectors. Those weight vectors are updated (optimized) using the TD 

error. The prediction-driven behavior of the GVFs is analogous to the role of the cerebellum. 

One of the most fundamental tasks of the nervous system is the ability to make predictions and 

test those predictions against actual sensory data, with the cerebellum playing an integral role in 

this behavior [93]. According to forward internal models [94], [95] the cerebellum predicts and 

modifies the sensory results of motor commands and participates in computing sensory 

prediction errors by evaluating the predictions against the sensory feedback. Forward internal 

models can be utilized to accurately predict the state of the environment and the body [96]. 

Climbing and mossy fibers are two important sources of inputs to the cerebellum and the 

Purkinje cells, which regulate the motor response, are the single output of the cerebellar cells. By 

adjusting the efficacy of the mossy-parallel fiber connection with the Purkinje cells through 

long-term depression, the input from the climbing fibers provides motor error signals [97], [98]. 

According to Shadmehr et al. [99], The primary motor cortex sends a copy of the motor 

commands to the cerebellum. With the knowledge of the motor command, the cerebellum can 

forecast the sensory effects of such motor orders, enabling the musculoskeletal system to execute 

a movement. Predicted and actual incoming sensations are then compared while moving. If they 

are aligned, the pattern is kept for the subsequent movement. A warning signal is delivered back 

to the motor cortex and subcortical regions in the absence of an alignment, activating feedback 

movement corrections and calibrating the forward model. The mentioned studies in general all 

confirm the role of the cerebellum in learning to relate the motor commands with the new 
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sensory outcomes (forward model), rather than learning to associate sensory goals to the new 

motor commands (inverse model) [100]. This is aligned with the use of GVFs in making forward 

predictions of the state of the system. For example, GVFs can be used to answer “how long will 

it take before my bump sensor turns on if I continue to drive?” or “which joint of a myoelectric 

arm a user will move next?” [61], [101]. 

Utilizing GVFs to predict signals rather than maximizing a single reward term is advantageous in 

circumstances where those GVF-predicted signals, arriving in advance before the actual signals, 

are used by the system for further inferences. GVFs have been incorporated in different 

applications so far and their contributions have been investigated. In Modayil et al. [92] GVFs 

were used in mobile robots to formalize the concept of nexting in robots, referred to as 

continuously predicting the immediate future about sensory inputs. The capability of real-time 

nexting in robots was tested in that study by predicting 53 sensor readings (e.g., electrical 

current, voltage, motor temperature, wheel rotational velocity, etc.) using GVFs. Building on that 

study, Modayil and Sutton [102] introduced GVF-based Pavlovian control in robots, inspired by 

Pavlovian conditioning experiments [103]. In Pavlovian conditioning experiments, animals’ 

behavior was adapted while learning to predict an event, even in the absence of any rewards or 

benefits. The animals initiated an unconditional fixed response to a learned prediction. Their 

results showed that utilizing a GVF of the over-current signal (an indicator of motor stall), the 

robot can anticipate wheel stalls and shut down the motors in advance. The reactive safety 

control was modified by the Pavlovian control, which shut off the motors when it anticipated that 

too much current will be drawn. This improved the efficacy of the robot and was beneficial for 

its maintenance. GVFs were also incorporated for walking restoration after SCI. Dalrymple et al. 

[64] used GVF predictions in the form of Pavlovian control for a model of incomplete SCI in 
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cats, where ground reaction forces and angular velocities of the cats’ intact limbs were predicted 

and used to determine the next walking state. That information was then used to stimulate the 

spinal cord to produce the desired movements in the paralyzed limb. Their results showed the 

benefit of using the predictive strategy in reducing errors in gait pattern detection and also 

eliminating the need for threshold resetting which was often needed in the absence of the 

machine-learned strategy. In addition, myoelectric prosthetic hands have also benefited from 

GVFs for addressing known issues such as active joint switching, grip slippage detection, 

identifying user intent and multi-joint movements [58]. In Pilarski et al. [58], EMG recordings 

from a participant’s dominant arm in addition to the angular information of the elbow and hand 

joints of a robotic limb (controlled by the participant) were predicted using GVFs for controlling 

a myoelectric training robot. They found that GVFs were able to successfully predict the 

measured signals after short periods of online learning trials. The predictions preceded the actual 

signals by 0.5–2.0s. Moreover, they also verified the ability of GVFs to predict sensorimotor 

signals when a person with upper-limb amputation interacted with a robotic training prosthesis. 

In other studies [59], [60], [104], joint angles of robotic devices were predicted with GVFs to 

anticipate the next joint that the myoelectric prosthetic user intends to switch to. Their approach, 

which was referred to as “adaptive switching”, showed noticeable reduction both in the number 

of required switching actions that the users may perform to move their desired joint and in 

switching times. building on those studies, Edwards et al. [61] developed an autonomous 

switching algorithm using GVFs, capable of switching autonomously to the next intended robot 

joint.  
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
The aforementioned studies showed the potential of GVFs in speeding the tasks performed by 

both robots and their users, reducing the burden on the users and helping people with disabilities. 

These improvements formed the motivation for using GVFs in conducting this thesis research. 

This work aimed to investigate whether GVFs can be utilized to predict the intention of lower-

limb exoskeleton users for controlling the movements of these devices. Specifically, the question 

framed in this study was to predict “which walking mode, among five walking modes, an 

exoskeleton user wants to select next?” I hypothesized that “GVFs can be implemented in the 

control of lower-limb exoskeletons to reduce the number of required switching actions, when 

switching between modes”. GVFs, in this context, are expected to provide predictive knowledge 

of the users’ switching behavior and suggest the most likely mode(s) that the users may want to 

select next. To verify this hypothesis, an adaptive switching strategy using GVFs was designed 

and incorporated into a lower-limb exoskeleton system for switching between the five walking 

modes. The system was first tested in an offline setup, where a user walked with the exoskeleton 

in two experimental scenarios using a switching panel consisting of 5 switch buttons [105]. The 

collected sensory data and switching actions were then passed to the designed machine learning 

system post-hoc to verify the capabilities of the system in GVF prediction and learning. After 

successful implementation of the offline experiments, the more comprehensive online 

experiments were conducted using a single button for switching between modes. Three users 

each participated in three unique experimental scenarios, mimicking different real-world 

situations, to verify the capabilities of the system in real-time. Using the adaptive strategy, a 

switching list was updated at each time step in real-time, presenting the most likely walking 

modes that users may select as the first suggestions in the switching list. Therefore, users had to 
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hit the switch button just once (or twice in cases that uncertainties were present) instead of 

cycling through a fixed list. To examine the capabilities of the proposed method, the switching 

list order and the number of required switches (switching actions) under the adaptive strategy at 

each switching instance were investigated and compared to the lowest possible number of 

switches achieved using a fixed switching list. This study is an important contribution to the 

overall goal of restoring walking capacity after CNS injury by taking the users’ intention into 

account and making the control of the lower-limb exoskeletons easier. Chapter 2 addressed the 

offline verification of the proposed adaptive switching method by providing the recorded data to 

the learning system post-hoc. Chapter 3 addressed the online verifications of the proposed 

method through real-time implementation of the learning system and testing across 

comprehensive experimental scenarios that mimicked real-world situations. Chapter 4 provided 

general conclusions, further discussion, alignment of the results with findings of systems 

neuroscience and future directions. 
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Chapter 2: Machine-learned Adaptive Switching in Voluntary 

Lower-limb Exoskeleton Control: Preliminary Results1 

2.1 Introduction 
Powered lower-limb exoskeletons provide assistance to their users and have different active 

joints that can be controlled by the users, depending on the implemented control strategy for the 

device [106], [107]. What makes these exoskeletons beneficial for rehabilitation and gait 

restoration research is their capability of tracking the desired motions presented to them with 

high accuracy, collecting data of different joint motions with their built-in sensors that can be 

used as feedback, and providing different levels of assistance to users with a variety of 

conditions such as people with complete spinal cord injury (SCI) (no motor function) and 

incomplete SCI (limited motor function) [12]. 

The ultimate goals of many research avenues in this domain are: 1) taking into account users’ 

intention 2) reducing the effort needed to perform tasks and 3) making the orthosis adaptive to 

the users’ need in a safe manner. To this end, many control strategies have been designed and 

tested experimentally. Generally, there are three main areas of focus for designing control 

strategies for exoskeletons: high-level, mid-level and low-level control [24], [41]. The main 

focus of this work is on high-level control and as a result, the remainder of this introduction is 

allocated to the high-level control concept. 

A high-level controller can be seen as a perception and motion planning layer [32] that 

characterizes the overall status or behavior of the robotic device. Both knowledge of the 

environment and user-dependent measurements (such as ground reaction forces, joint torques, 

                                                 
1A version of this chapter was published as: P. Faridi, J. K. Mehr, D. Wilson, M. Sharifi, M. Tavakoli, P. M. Pilarski 
and V. K. Mushahwar “Machine-learned Adaptive Switching in Voluntary Lower-limb Exoskeleton Control: 
Preliminary Results,” in 2022 International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics (ICORR), Rotterdam, 
Netherlands, Jul. 2022, pp. 1–6. doi: 10.1109/ICORR55369.2022.9896611. 
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joint angles, etc.) can be used as the inputs to the high level controller, while the output is 

expected to be a specific mode of walking [41]. The modes available on a control system are 

predefined modes. These modes are designed based on the needs of the users. They can contain 

different speeds and lengths of walking [20], various tasks such as stair ascending/descending 

[20], [33], [34], sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit transitions [20], [35] and also different states of 

over-ground walking [36]. In this regard, selecting the user’s intended next mode can be seen as 

the major concern of high-level controllers, especially when a variety of modes are present. 

In a recent review [41], high-level controllers were divided into 4 main categories as: brain-

computer interfaces, movement recognitions, terrain detections and manual user inputs. The first 

category, which mostly uses electroencephalography (EEG) recordings from the brain [37]–[40], 

faces many practical issues. Artifact removal, requirement of high concentration by the user, the 

lengthy procedure of preparing the EEG electrodes, and losing accuracy over time are among 

those issues [41], [42]. 

Another group of strategies (movement recognitions) aims to determine the desired mode of 

walking by relying on the user’s body movements and forces. Examples are studies focused on 

threshold crossing techniques [43], [44], and machine learning algorithms, mostly supervised 

learning, to classify sensor values for specific modes [46], [47]. These systems either require a 

precise threshold setting or a high amount of recorded data for their training sets [48]. 

The third category, using sensors or cameras such as infrared distance sensors [51], [52], head-

mounted cameras [53], and chest-mounted RGB camera systems [54], has shown promising 

results. Nonetheless, if implemented independently of other high level control categories, its 

usage is limited to modes that are only environment-dependent. 
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The last category (manual user input) works directly through user commands, either with switch 

buttons or voice-control [20], [21], [41]. Using switch buttons is the most commonly used 

method of high-level control [41] because of the simplicity of its implementation, capacity for 

adding more modes and less susceptibility to errors. Despite the benefits of push-button systems, 

they have several drawbacks. Using a single switch requires high transition times to toggle 

between modes due to a high number of required switching actions for a switching instance. 

Using a panel of switches for each mode also limits the capacity of adding many modes. 

Therefore, both of these push-button strategies make the user feel uncomfortable, reduce the 

speed of tasks, and require a high degree of mental concentration, thus increasing the chance of 

errors [41]. 

Considering all the aforementioned control approaches, this work aimed to 1) reduce the 

switching-related problems in high-level control of lower-limb exoskeletons while using the 

switch-button method, and 2) increase the users’ confidence in the device by employing 

reinforcement learning techniques and predicting users’ intention. The goal was to design an 

adaptive switching controller that updates the order of modes in a pre-designed switching list at 

each time-step based on the user’s previous activity and locational information. This information 

was used to predict the most probable next mode that the user would select, and suggest that 

mode as the first mode in the switching list. If successful, this will make the switching actions 

easier and faster, and improve the use of exoskeletons for upright mobility.  

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Robotic Platform 

The powered orthosis used in this study was the Indego lower-limb exoskeleton (Parker Hannifin 

Corporation, Cleveland, Oh, USA) with powered hip and knee joints (by brushless DC motors) 
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[13]. Joints were also equipped with a potentiometer to provide the actual angles at each time 

step. The performance of the exoskeleton was controlled by on-board components, connected to 

a laptop with an Intel Core i7 CPU via USB. The control strategy was designed in Real-time 

Desktop Simulink environment of MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and 

communicated with the exoskeleton system through the CAN interface (Vector VN1610). 

A walker was equipped with additional components. A 5-button switch panel was designed and 

mounted on the right side of the walker for switching purposes on the part of the user. To acquire 

locational information, 3 GARMIN LIDAR-Lite v4 LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) 

sensors were installed on 3 sides of the walker to provide distance to objects around. The system 

received the external signals and operated at 50Hz. The platform setup can be seen in Fig. 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 A study investigator wearing the exoskeleton 
with a walker equipped with a switch button panel and 
distance measurement sensors. 
 

LiDAR-Lite 
sensors 

Switch button 
panel 

Indego 
exoskeleton 
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2.2.2 Experimental Procedures 

The experiments were performed in 2 different scenarios. For each scenario, the user 

(neurologically-intact, male, 24 years old and experienced in walking with the exoskeleton) had 

the authority to switch between 5 available walking modes as: 3 different speeds (slow, normal 

and fast) and 2 turning directions (left and right) using the switch button panel while walking 

with the exoskeleton. For the purposes of this study, a switching panel consisting of 5 buttons 

was designed and used to assess the core capabilities of the machine learning algorithm on 

predicting the next walking mode, and avoid the delays upon mode switching while collecting 

experimental data for the machine learning algorithm. However, using a separate button for each 

mode is not a scalable solution when there is a larger number of modes to switch to. 

After a mode was selected by the user, the desired trajectory of that mode was implemented by 

the designed controller using central pattern generator (CPG) concepts [44], [108] in which 

specific pre-defined frequency and amplitude of each mode were passed through the differential 

equations of motion, and a reference trajectory was updated for each joint to allow a smooth 

transition between walking modes. The built-in proportional-derivative (PD) tracking system of 

the Indego exoskeleton with modified gains [109] was used to track the desired trajectories. The 

characteristics of the designed walking modes are shown in Table 2.1. These were chosen based 

on the mean gait speed of people with SCI walking with the Indego exoskeleton [110].  

In the first experimental scenario, the user walked through a rectangular path (4.5m * 5m) 6 

times (rounds), using the walking modes as shown in Fig. 2.2. This scenario was designed to test 

the core machine learning capabilities in prediction and learning. In the second scenario, the user 

had the authority to select between two different paths, separated by an obstacle, at each round 

when he reached the starting position (Fig. 2.2). A total of 11 rounds (from starting position, 
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back to the starting position) were walked by the user, with an arbitrary order of choosing 

between the two available paths. This scenario was designed with the goal of testing the 

capability of the designed machine learning strategy in differentiating between different paths 

and providing reasonable mode suggestions upon approaching an obstacle.   

2.2.3 Machine Learning Strategy 

The machine learning strategy implemented in this work was based on an extension technique to 

conventional reinforcement learning (RL) called general value functions (GVFs) [90]. GVFs are 

value functions with the ability of representing temporally extended predictions of arbitrary 

signals [91], [92] and have been implemented to design adaptive and autonomous controllers in 

myoelectric prostheses [58], [59], [59], [60]. In this study, GVFs were used to provide 

anticipatory knowledge on the next possible walking mode to be selected by the user from a 

switching list in order to minimize the number of manual switches needed to be performed by the 

user. The proposed machine learning strategy was implemented on all of the collected data, in an 

offline setup, for the purpose of preliminary verifications. 

Position and distance information was used to anticipate the levels of mode activities. Signals 

from the 3 LiDAR sensors in addition to the position of the user in the 2D x-y plane (computed 

mathematically by considering a reference coordinate system and the time spent in each mode 

Walking mode Walking characteristics 
Speed (m/s) Stride length (m) 

Slow speed 0.23 0.875 

Normal speed 0.31 1.050 

Fast speed 0.39 1.125 

Left/Right turn 0.15 0.725 
                                                Table 2.1 Characteristics of designed walking modes 
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along with the speed of that mode) formed the state-space (s) of the system (Fig. 2.3). LiDAR  

signals were able to provide information on reaching to an obstacle. These five signals were then 

passed through a function approximation method called Selective Kanerva coding (SKC) [82] to 

provide a binary vector. The resultant binary vector, called feature vector (x), contained 15000 

elements in which the 650 closest elements to each state were active at all times. For algorithm 

details and parameters’ selection please refer to Dalrymple et al. [111]. 

An activation level (c) was also defined for each mode. The walking mode selected by the user at 

each time-step was considered the active mode, given a value of cj=1 while all other modes 

received a value of cj=0 (j ≡ number of modes). One GVF weight vector wj was also initialized 

at the beginning of each experiment for each mode that was updated at each learning time step 

(Algorithm 2.1). The inner product of the weight vector and the feature vector (from SKC) was 

introduced as the GVF prediction value (pj) for each mode. These GVF predictions were then 

ranked in the switching list based on their relative magnitude in a descending order, with the 

current active mode being ranked last, regardless of its prediction value. 

Figure 2.2 Experimental design scenarios. In the first scenario (left image) a rectangular path was walked by the 
user, using different walking modes in the directions specified on the image. This pattern was repeated for six 
times. In the second scenario, the user had the authority to select between two available paths (A,B) for each round 
of walking. A total of 11 rounds were walked in the order of: A,A,B,A,B,B,B,A,A,B,B. A fix coordinate system 
was used at the bottom left of the experimental areas to calculate the position of the user at each time-step based on 
the speed of walking and the time spent in a specific mode and specific direction. The red star indicates the starting 
position for each scenario. 
 

First experimental scenario 
Fixed 
coordinate 
system 

Path B 
Second experimental scenario Path A 

 Colored arrows are indicative of the modes being used as: Slow speed, Normal speed, Fast speed, Left turn, Right turn 
 

Starting 
position 
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GVF predictions (pj) and their weight vectors were then updated at each time-step using the 

temporal-difference learning method (TD()) presented in Algorithm 2.1, in which a TD error 

signal () was formed as the difference between the discounted future prediction and the 

prediction for the current state, plus the current mode activation signal (cj). Replacing eligibility 

traces (ej) were then used [112] with TD error () to update the weight vectors. For more 

information on TD learning please see [60], [81]. The discounting factor used in updating the TD 

error () was set to for all modes and was used for weight vector updates as the 

step-size parameter, based on a comprehensive trial and error. The bootstrapping parameter in 

the replacing eligibility traces update was set to as is often standard [111].  

Figure 2.3 Signals used in the state-space of the system for a sample of recorded data during the second 
experimental scenario (path B). The selected modes by the user are specified with dashed lines at the switching 
instances for both images. (a) The signals from the LiDAR sensors. These 3 signals were used to monitor the 
distance of the user from obstacles. (b) The absolute position of the user in the 2D space, computed 
mathematically at each time step (0.02 sec), using a reference fixed coordinate system and related mathematical 
relationships. The signals from the LiDAR sensors and the computed absolute space were used for identifying 
similarities in the modes being selected at specific positions. The horizontal axis for (a) and (b) represents the 
specific time these signals were taken during walking. 
 

Figure 2.3. Signals used in the state-space of the system for a sample of recorded data during the second 

(a) (b) 
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Algorithm 2.1                 GVF prediction and learning with TD(λ) 

Initialize w, e, s, x  
Repeat every time step:  

Observe next state s  
x' ← SKC(s)  
For all modes j do: 

Observe mode activity signal cj  
     δ ← cj + γ wj

T
 x'– wj

T x  
ej ← min(λej+x,1)  
wj ← wj + αδej    
pj ← wj

T
 x'  

x ← x'  
Rank the modes in the switching list  
  

 

2.3 Results 
A comparison of the number of instances in which the next selected mode by the user was 

ranked first, second, third and fourth in the switching list for both experimental scenarios under 

adaptive and best possible non-adaptive control is shown in Fig. 2.4a. The comparison is based 

on the use of a single switch button to transition to the desired mode. In the adaptive controller 

strategy, the system was able to quickly adjust the switching list based on the user preferences 

and with regards to locational and positional information provided to the system. In the first 

experimental scenario (Fig. 2.4a, left), it can be seen that the system was able to predict correctly 

the next mode at the times of mode switching by the user and rank it as the first in the switching 

list for 82.98% (39 out of 47) of times, while all other switches that were not ranked first were 

limited to the first and second rounds of walking along the rectangular path. However, using the 

best non-adaptive strategy, as computed separately for each experimental scenario, showed that 

in only 18 out of 47 switching instances (38.3% of times) one switching action was required 

from user and the remaining selections required two or more switching actions. Switching 
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numbers for the second experimental scenario (Fig. 2.4a, right), which was more complicated 

and had two different paths, showed that in 76.52% of instances (101 out of total 132 switching 

instances) the next selected mode was ranked first, while this number for the fixed-list strategy 

was 34.1% lower (42.42% of instances, 56 out of 132). 

The total number of required switches to perform the tasks under each strategy is shown in Fig. 

4b. For the first experimental scenario, the total number of required switches decreased by 

46.55% for the adaptive strategy in comparison to the best computed non-adaptive case. Also, 

the second experimental scenario showed a 38.33% decrease in the number of total switches 

upon using the adaptive strategy relative to the best non-adaptive strategy which was also task-

specific. These advantages are also expected to be more appreciated upon increasing the number 

of available modes in the switching list.  

An example of the GVFs predictions as an indication of the expected mode activation levels for a 

subset of collected data from the second experimental scenario is depicted in Fig. 2.5 after four 

rounds of walking through paths A,A,B and A (Fig. 2.2). Solid lines present the normalized 

prediction values for each mode while the dashed lines indicate the user switches and transitions 

Figure 2.4 Number of switches required using a single switch button under the adaptive and the best possible non-
adaptive strategy, computed post-hoc. (a) The percentage of times where 1,2,3 or 4 switches were needed to reach 
to the user’s desired mode at each switching instance for the first (left) and second (right) experimental scenarios. 
(b) Total number of required switches using the two strategies under the two experimental scenarios. 
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from one mode to the next. It can be seen that upon transitions, the next intended mode had the 

higher prediction value than other modes, except for the current active mode, and that the trend 

of that prediction was ascending a few time-steps before the switching action, with some 

fluctuations.  

2.4 Conclusions and Discussion 
This study demonstrated, for the first time, a proof of concept of GVF learning and prediction in 

lower-limb exoskeletons. Specifically, we demonstrated the application of a machine learning 

approach to reduce the burden on the users for manually switching between different available 

walking modes. Considering the two experimental scenarios in this work, an average decrease of 

42.44% was seen in the total number of required switches, using the adaptive strategy in 

comparison to the best possible non-adaptive strategy. The techniques implemented in this work 

demonstrate a great potential for continuous real-time implementation of adaptive switching 

Figure 2.5 Normalized GVF prediction values for a sample of recorded data during the second experimental 
scenario (path B) after 4 rounds of walking in the order of A, A, B and A. Solid lines show the predictions for 
each mode activation level and dashed lines represent the user’s switching actions from the previous active 
mode (left side of the dashed lines) to the next intended mode (right side of the dashed lines). Modes in the 
switching list were ranked at each time-step (0.02 sec) based on their GVF prediction value in descending 
order, except for the active mode that always was ranked least, regardless of its GVF value. 
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algorithms in lower-limb exoskeletons. The results showed that the purposed method was able to 

reduce the required switching actions noticeably in comparison to the best possible fixed 

switching list for each task, while using a single switch button. Using the adaptive switching 

approach, the target population can not only contain people with SCI (either complete or 

incomplete), but also be beneficial for people with other conditions such as stroke, multiple 

sclerosis or other groups who need assistance during walking. Moreover, the core machine 

learning technology has also the capability and potential to be applied to other domains were 

generalities and similarities in the movements being performed are present. 

There were some limitations in this study. The experiments were limited to the lab environment 

so the LiDAR sensors received noiseless signals. Also, the method used for determining the 

location of the user (although was only used offline and for verification purposes) cannot be 

applied to the real world, and high precision GPS systems are needed. Moreover, although 

limited walking modes were designed due to the restrictions of the lab environment, the system 

has the ability of predicting unlimited number of GVFs and re-ordering their respective walking 

modes in the switching list. 

Future goals and next steps involve assessing the online capabilities of the machine learning 

system, designing less predictable experimental scenarios, utilizing more users and the addition 

of autonomous features to the system. 
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Chapter 3: Continual Machine Learning and Unlearning in Lower-

limb Exoskeletons to Modify Switching-based Interfaces2 

3.1 Introduction 
Research on robotic lower-limb exoskeletons as a method for both rehabilitation and walking 

assistance continues to evolve. In clinical settings with research focused on rehabilitation, these 

devices are used as a training tool for improving walking capacity, and for overcoming 

secondary conditions after neural injury or disease such as reducing spasticity and enhancing 

bowel and bladder function [113]–[115]. However, the main goal of introducing these devices in 

the medical field is to assist users to walk again independently, both at home and in the 

community [116]. 

Lower-limb exoskeletons currently on the market include Indego [117], ReWalk [118], Hal [19], 

Exo H3 [119], REX [120]; several other prototypes aim to enter the market in the upcoming 

years [20], [121]–[123]. Manufacturers of these exoskeletons are currently competing to 

overcome the existing structural and control-related limitations of the devices to provide systems 

that are widely accepted by the community of users. Structural limitations include the generally 

low number of degrees of freedom with movements confined to the sagittal plane, the high 

weight of the devices, expensive electrical motors that are prone to overheating and have limited 

thrust force, and the need for continuous power supply [18], [23]. Controlling the movements of 

the available joints and being responsive to users’ commands is another equally important 

challenge in exoskeletons, hindering their wide use in the community  [10], [57], [124]. The 

ultimate goal of many research efforts in the control domain is to take the user intention into 

                                                 
2A version of this chapter is submitted as: P. Faridi, J. K. Mehr, D. Wilson, F. Gauthier, M. Tavakoli, P. M. Pilarski 
and V. K. Mushahwar “Continual Machine Learning and Unlearning in Lower-limb Exoskeletons to Modify 
Switching-based Interfaces,” to a peer-reviewed journal. 
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account while reducing the effort needed to perform tasks, and eventually making the orthosis 

adaptive to the user’s needs in a safe manner. 

To this end, many control strategies have been designed and tested experimentally, with focus on 

one of three primary areas of controlling robotic devices, known as 1) high-level 2) mid-level 

and 3) low-level control [10], [125]. In general, high-level controllers determine the walking 

mode, mid-level controllers shape the desired joint trajectories or torques [126]–[128], and low-

level controllers aim to track the desired joint trajectories or joint torques through position [129], 

[130] or torque/force [131], [132] controllers. The work in the present study focused on 

designing an intelligent high-level controller, and the remainder of this section summarizes work 

related to high-level control concepts. 

As a planning and perception layer [32], the high-level controller determines the robotic device's 

general state or behavior. Various walking-related behaviors can be considered in the high-level 

aspect of the lower-limb exoskeletons, depending on the purpose and target users of the device. 

Exoskeletons in industry are mostly targeted towards supporting users’ stability, safety and 

reducing body joint torques in sitting and standing positions while carrying heavy loads. Medical 

lower-limb exoskeletons, on the other hand, target the behaviors seen in daily walking patterns in 

the community. These can range from walking with different speeds and step lengths, turning 

left/right, ascending/descending stairs, transitioning from sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit, and 

avoiding obstacles [33]–[35]. When several walking/operating modes are available in the 

underlying control strategy of the device, the high-level controller needs to propose the most 

desired mode to the user. This can be achieved through either direct user commands or the 

intelligence of the high-level controller. Researchers have investigated various methods to 

provide an acceptable strategy for this purpose. 
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Deep learning methods are utilized widely for high-level control. In Liu et al. [133], a vision-

assisted autonomous strategy was implemented on a custom-built exoskeleton to detect small, 

low-height obstacles in the walking area using an RGB camera. In Laschowski et al. [78], a large 

dataset of images collected using a wearable camera during both indoor and outdoor walking 

scenarios was utilized to train a deep-learned model. An environmental classification algorithm 

was designed and used for walking mode recognition with robotic prosthetic legs. Sharifi et al. 

[108] proposed an autonomous locomotion trajectory shaping controller by estimating the 

human-exerted interaction torques using a deep neural network. Although deep learning methods 

are capable of generating precise predictions, they need to be trained on previously collected and 

labeled data. Moreover, people with complete spinal cord injury (SCI) are not able to exert 

forces detectable by the system. As a result, there is a need for a method capable of real-time 

learning, without the need to be trained with a pre-labeled dataset and independent of the users’ 

lower limb forces. 

In the simplest and most common control form, various walking modes are pre-ordered into a 

switching list. The users need to switch between those modes using a switching panel. The panel 

in general can consist of either a separate button for selecting each walking mode or one switch 

button for switching through a list and another button for selecting that mode [20], [134]–[137]. 

In the presence of many operating modes, however, this switching regime can be tedious and less 

desirable for the users. The ability to add more modes is restricted when using one button for 

each mode. While a single-switch system can be used, transitioning between operating modes 

with a single switch needs many switching actions (pressing a switch button repeatedly to select 

the desired mode), which leads to long transition periods for each switching instance [10]. Work 

in our lab found that it takes on average 1 sec for each switching action, which includes the time 
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the notification of the selected mode is received (0.5 sec) and the user's confirmation of the mode 

or switching (0.5 sec) to the next mode in the switching list (unpublished results). 

A recent qualitative study involving prosthesis users and therapists in Europe described the 

participants’ opinions on using a prosthesis with several operating modes and manually 

switching from a pre-defined list of those modes [138]. The study concluded that almost all of 

the participants found the manual switching approach as a major problem, describing it as “too 

time-consuming”, “taking lots of effort when switching many times” and “mentally and 

physically exhausting”. The same issues are present when using lower-limb exoskeletons. A 

newly published qualitative study from the Netherlands interviewed 13 people with SCI with 

exoskeleton experience for their needs and wishes for the future lower-limb exoskeletons [57]. 

The most important need was making the exoskeleton systems easier to use and work with. The 

study reported a consensus to incorporate different modes such as step and/or speed adjustment 

controls to enhance the exoskeletons’ utility. There were uncertainties on how to implement the 

controller though, suggesting control interfaces to be put on crutches, with functionality similar 

to the automatic gear transition mechanisms in cars [57]. 

To address the critical issue of switching between modes, a real-time strategy, called adaptive 

switching, was designed in the present work using General Value Functions (GVFs) and 

reinforcement learning (RL) methods. The goal was to learn the exoskeleton users’ intention as 

they walk with the exoskeleton, predict the walking modes that they will utilize in future steps 

and propose that mode to them at the right time. This promises to reduce switching-related issues 

in the high-level control of exoskeletons while using a single switch button, without a need to be 

periodically trained.  
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We previously demonstrated the potential of this adaptive switching system in predicting a user’s 

intention [105]. That work showed the capabilities of the learning system in an offline setup, 

where data from a person walking with a lower-limb exoskeleton were passed to the learning 

system post-hoc. The present work extends the previous work in 1) assessing the real-time 

capabilities of the machine learning system, 2) testing the method in more advanced scenarios in 

the presence of uncertainties and randomness, 3) modifying the function approximation method 

to generalize across different scenarios, and 4) examining the unlearning capabilities of the 

system.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 System Configuration 

The Indego lower-limb exoskeleton (Parker Hannifin Corporation, Cleveland, OH, USA), a 

powered orthosis with motorized hip and knee joints, was utilized in this study [117], [139].  The 

movements of the exoskeleton joints were controlled by the Real-time Desktop Simulink 

environment in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).  

The exoskeleton was used along with a walker that had custom-made 2 button switch (one button 

for switching between modes and another for confirmation) and three GARMIN LIDAR-Lite v4 

LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) sensors mounted on its three sides to detect objects. 

Moreover, the position of the users was determined in 2D by using 8 motion capture cameras 

(Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, Oxford, UK) tracking a reflective marker, mounted on one side of 

the walker. The setup can be seen in Fig. 3.1.  
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3.2.2 Communication Methods 

The exoskeleton was connected to a computer with an Intel Core i9 CPU via USB. The software 

communicated with the exoskeleton robot through the CAN interface (Vector VN1610). The 

main machine learning code was run in a separate MATLAB environment and the walking mode 

(determined by the high-level controller) was sent in real-time to the Simulink environment of 

the exoskeleton at each time step through Universal Datagram Protocol (UDP). Switch button 

hits and LiDAR data transmissions to the MATLAB environment were established through an 

Arduino Nano 33 BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) board that was wirelessly powered through a 

power bank. The positional information was passed from the Vicon system to the MATLAB 

program in real-time using the Vicon’s DataStream SDK. The system received the external 

signals and operated at ~12 Hz.  

3.2.3 Experimental Procedures 

The experiments were performed by three neurologically intact experimenters (male, age: 25±2). 

Each user (ui) completed experimental scenarios consisting of Static (a static arrangement of 

Figure 3.1 An experimenter (user) wearing the exoskeleton with a walker 
equipped with 2 button switch panel, distance measurement LiDAR 
sensors and a reflective marker. 
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objects in the environment) and Dynamic (a changing arrangement of objects) settings. 

Specifically, three unique experimental scenarios were designed for each of the users: 1) Static-

Random pathways, 2) Static-Learning and unlearning, and 3) Dynamic. For each scenario, five 

walking modes were available to switch to, namely, a) Slow speed, b) Normal speed, c) Fast 

speed, d) Left turn, and e) Right turn. The speeds were determined using the average gait speed 

of people with SCI using the Indego exoskeleton [105], [110]. A switch button was allocated for 

switching between these modes. Upon initiating a switching action, an audio cue was used to 

present the mode suggested by the system to the user. Users had the authority to either confirm 

the selection of that mode or hit the switch button again to get the next suggested mode. A 

separate button was used for confirmation purposes. The adaptive switching list froze when a 

switching action started, and remained the same until a selection was confirmed.  

A reference trajectory was updated for each joint to enable a smooth transition between walking 

modes after the user had confirmed the selection of a mode. A mid-level controller then 

implemented those updated trajectories for that mode using central pattern generator concepts 

[44], where the specific pre-defined frequency and amplitude of each mode were passed through 

the differential equations of motion to update the reference trajectory correctly. The Indego 

exoskeleton's integrated proportional-derivative (PD) low-level position controller with adjusted 

gains [109] was used to track the desired trajectories.  

3.2.4 Experimental Setup 

The three experimental scenarios are depicted in Fig. 3.2 for all three users. Each experiment had 

three sets, where the learned weights were transferred from one set to the next set, and each set 

was performed at a different day to mimic real-world day to day usage of the exoskeletons. Static 

scenarios were performed for 24 rounds (8 rounds for each set) and the Dynamic scenarios were 
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performed in 30 setups (10 setups at each set). The first set for each scenario was considered as 

the initialization set, where the machine learning system had no previous knowledge of the tasks 

and the environment (early learning). The details of each experimental scenario are described 

below: 

1) Static-Random pathways: Blue (B) and green (G) arrows show the available pathways in Fig. 

3.2 (top row) for reaching from a starting position (shown as model wearing the exoskeleton) to 

an end point. Yellow (Y) and red (R) arrows show the pathways to return to the starting point. 

Starting from the start point and returning back to that point was called a round. The order of 

traversing the colored arrows was determined randomly but was the same for all three users as:  

Set 1 (B, Y, B, Y, B, Y, G, R, G, R, G, R, G, Y, B, R);  

Set 2 (G, R, G, Y, B, Y, B, R, B, Y, G, R, B, R, G, R);  

Set 3 (G, Y, B, Y, G, Y, B, R, G, R, B, R, B, Y, G, Y).  

The goal of this scenario was to assess the capabilities of the system in learning the modes used 

in different representations and providing the most likely walking mode(s) that the user may 

select, as the first (and second) ranking in the switching list. As an example, user 1 (u1) had the 

authority to choose either left or right when facing the obstacle. The expectation from the system 

was to rank the Left and Right turning modes at the top of the switching list, while in other 

situations where only one mode should be selected, that mode was expected to be at the top of 

the list. 

2) Static-Learning and unlearning: Users traversed the experimental area (Fig. 3.2, middle row) 

using the modes in the green and yellow arrows for half of the length of the experiment (phase 1, 
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first 12 rounds) and then changed the walking modes (based on blue and red arrows) for the 

remaining half of the experiment (phase 2, following 12 rounds). The goal in this scenario was to 

verify the ability of the learning system to unlearn the modes used in the first phase and learn the 

new modes when phase 2 started.  

3) Dynamic: Each setup had a unique arrangement with different numbers, types and locations of 

obstacles (Fig. 3.2, bottom row). Some obstacles just blocked the pathway in front of the users, 

while others blocked the front and either the left or right side. The goal was to assess the 

capabilities of the system in suggesting both the Left/Right turning modes when facing the front-

only obstacles and suggesting the correct mode (only Left or Right) while facing the front-side 

obstacles, regardless of their location. This verified that the system does not learn by memorizing 

the pathways, but learns the users’ behavior based on the specific representations to the system. 

We also verified the generalization abilities of the system by placing obstacles in different 

Static -
Random 
pathways 

Static -
Learning 
and 
unlearning 

Figure 3.2 Three experimental scenarios for three users (ui) are shown. Top row: Static-Random pathways. Middle row: Static-Learning 
and unlearning. Bottom row: Dynamic. The five available modes in each scenario were Slow (S), Normal (N), Fast (F) walking speeds 
and turning Left/Right (L/R). Only 4 examples (out of 90 unique setups) are shown for the Dynamic scenario, demonstrating how the 
environment changed in 4 consecutive setups for user u1. 

Dynamic 
(selection of 
setup 
examples) 

u1 u2 u3 
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locations, where previously users walked straight using one of the speed modes. Each setup had 

4 turning instances (shown as red turning arrows in Fig. 3.2), and the system accuracy was tested 

at those instances. Note that as opposed to the “rounds” in the Static scenarios, “setups” in the 

Dynamic scenario did not have the same starting and ending locations. 

3.2.5 Learning Strategy 

To learn real-time predictions of walking mode utilization, an extension to the conventional RL 

value functions, known as GVFs [140] was utilized. A GVF is a temporary extended prediction 

of an arbitrary signal. GVFs generalize the conventional RL value functions in two aspects: 1) 

they can predict any non-reward signal of interest (called cumulant, 𝑐), rather than just predict 

the reward, and 2) GVFs allow transition-dependent discounting, meaning that the discounting 

factor (𝛾 ∈ [0,1]) can be a function of transitions (states and actions) [141]. The discounting 

factor determines the prediction timescale over a window in the future. In this study however, a 

constant discounting factor was determined to be sufficient. GVFs have been incorporated in 

different applications so far and their contributions have been investigated in speeding the tasks 

performed by robots and their users, reducing the control burden on the users, removing the need 

for manual resetting the control parameters and helping people with disabilities [92], [111], 

[142]–[145]. 

The cumulants reflected the active walking mode. This means that upon confirmation of a mode 

selection on the part of the user, the selected (active) walking mode received a cumulant of cj=1 

(j= number of modes), and all other modes received a cumulant of cj=0. The active mode was 

assigned cj =1 until another mode was selected. These cumulants then participated indirectly in 

forming the GVF predictions (pj) for each walking mode. The predicted magnitudes of the GVFs 

were then used to rank the modes in the switching list in a descending order at each time step 
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(i.e., the mode with the highest GVF prediction (p) was ranked first in the list). The current 

active mode was always ranked last in the list to allow for other modes to be presented first in 

the switching instances. If none of the mode GVFs (except for the current active mode) was 

above a learning threshold at the start of a switching action (mostly during early learning), the 

adaptive switching list was considered unreliable, and a fixed default list of Slow, Normal, Fast, 

Left, Right was introduced to the users. This means that the controller only updated the 

switching list when it was certain about the next mode to be selected. The learning threshold was 

set to 5.50 based on preliminary tests. The fixed default list was the list that the experiments 

started with and was determined based on the switching lists incorporated into the exoskeleton 

systems, putting the speed modes in an ascending order at the top of the list [20]. 

Algorithm 3.1 shows the adaptive strategy, containing the prediction method of GVFs and the 

update procedure. GVF predictions were learned using temporal-difference (TD()) learning 

[81], [142]. TD() learning updated a weight vector associated with a GVF in question using a 

TD error (δ). TD error was the difference between current estimate and a sampled bootstrapped 

return. The sampled bootstrapped return was the current cumulant plus the discount of the next 

state value. The TD error formation can be seen in Algorithm 3.1, line 7. GVF predictions were 

formed using the inner product of a weight vector (wj) and a feature vector (x). The weight vector 

for each mode was initialized for each scenario and updated at each time step using a learning 

rate (), the TD error, and a replacing eligibility trace (ej). Eligibility traces are among the basic 

mechanisms of RL, seen as a short-term memory vector parallelizing the weight vector [81]. 

When a weight (wj) component contributes to the creation of a prediction, the accompanying ej 

component is raised and then starts to fade away. If a nonzero δ occurs before the eligibility trace 

returns to zero, learning update takes place in that component of wj. The trace-decay 
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(bootstrapping) parameter (λ ∈ [0,1]) controls how quickly the trace decays. Based on several 

preliminary tests, the learning parameters were designed as follows: 

and. 

3.2.6 Function Approximation Method 

Feature vector (x) is an important component in shaping the GVF predictions. A function 

approximator takes the representations (sensory data) of the environment and produces a feature 

vector that can participate in prediction and learning. Here, the sources of representations were 

LiDAR signals (3 independent values) and the 2D positional information (from Vicon motion 

capture system). These five signals were normalized and introduced to the algorithm as the current 

state (s) at each time step. Selective Kanerva Coding (SKC) [82], [83] was the function 

approximator used in this study. SKC distributes a set of random points (known as prototypes) in 

space and attempts to find and activate the m closest prototypes to a state based on Euclidean 

Algorithm 3.1                        Adaptive switching algorithm 

Initialize w, e, s, x  

Repeat every time step:  
Record next state s  
x' ← SKC(s, k, 𝑝𝑉, 𝑝𝐿, �⃗⃗� )  
For all modes j do: 
     Record mode activity signal cj  

     δ ← cj + γ wjT x'– wjT x  

     ej ← min(λej+x,1)  

     wj ← wj + αδej    

     pj ← wjT x'  

     x ← x'  
Rank the modes in the switching list  
Send the current active mode to the end of the list 
If switching is started: 
     Freeze the switching list and use  
     it until a mode is selected  
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distance (d), using Hoare’s quickselect [84]. The goal was to design the SKC structure in a way that 

it can both discriminate between different, separated states and generalize over similar situations. 

This design process has been a major challenge in the RL literature, referred to as feature selection 

[146].  

To this end, two unique groups of k=10,000 normalized prototypes (p) were randomly distributed 

for each experimental scenario. One of the groups in 2D space (for the 2D Vicon signals, 

𝑝𝑉=rand(k,2)) and the other group in 3D space (for the 3D LiDAR signals, 𝑝𝐿=rand(k,3)). For each 

group and at each time step, the m closest prototypes were activated (i.e., set to 1 in the feature 

vector) three times, each time with unique values of �⃗⃗�  = [500, 300, 100]. These values were chosen 

based on preliminary trial and error and with respect to the total number of k prototypes. Therefore, 

each group in total provided a vector of length 3k with ∑ �⃗⃗� =900 values equal to one, and the 

remaining values set to zero. The resulting Vicon and LiDAR-related vectors were then 

concatenated, forming the feature vector with 2∑ �⃗⃗� =1800 active prototypes from the total of 6k = 

60,000 elements. The activated elements were therefore the ones that allowed their corresponding 

weight elements to participate in producing a GVF prediction value. Algorithm 3.2 shows the details 

of how SKC generated the feature vector. Using 3 m values instead of one m value resulted in an 

increased granularity and resolution of the representations and as a result, an improved prediction 

performance without adding substantial additional memory or processing needs [146]. It was 

determined through trial and error that increasing the number of m values (to more than 3) would 

not add additional resolution benefits while increasing the computational load. An example of the 

total and activated prototypes in a state (the representations of Vicon and LiDAR values at a single 

time step) for each of the two groups is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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3.2.7 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical comparison between the required number of switches using the adaptive strategy and 

using the best possible fixed list at each round (Static scenarios) or each setup (Dynamic 

scenario) was performed using non-parametric Friedman’s repeated measures analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni correction across 2 strategies (adaptive and the best fixed 

list) and 3 sets (IBM SPSS, Build 1.0.0. 1447; IBM Corp., Armonk, N.Y., USA). As a reminder, 

Algorithm 3.2    2D+3D Selective Kanerva Coding (SKC) 

Parameters provided s, k, 𝑝𝑉, 𝑝𝐿, �⃗⃗�  
 

Reset 𝐷𝑉, 𝐷𝐿, x' = zeros (k,1), zeros (k,1), zeros (6k,1)  

𝐷𝑉 ← d(𝑝𝑉 , 𝑠𝑖) For i in [1,2] 
𝐷𝐿 ← d(𝑝𝐿 , 𝑠𝑖) For i in [3, 4, 5] 

 

IV ← Quickselect(𝐷𝑉, �⃗⃗�  ) 
IL ← Quickselect(𝐷𝐿, �⃗⃗� ) 
x'(IV) ← 1 
x'(IL+3k) ← 1 

 

Output x'  

 
 

 
 

  

  

  

  

  

d = Euclidean distance 

Selecting the indices of 
m lowest values  

Figure 3.3 Vicon and LiDAR prototype distributions for a time step during the experiments. The 500 closest prototypes contained the 
300 and 100 closest prototypes. The 100 closest prototypes were also included in the 300 closest ones. 
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each set of experiments was performed on a different day and the learned weights were 

transferred from one set to the next. The best possible fixed list was determined for each 

experiment post-hoc, from the 120 possible orders, as the one that showed the lowest number of 

required switches (5 modes can be ordered in a switching list in 5!=120 different orders).  

Pairwise comparisons were performed using Wilcoxon rank-sum test for each user separately 

and comparisons with p ⩽ 0.05 were considered significant. 

The total number of required switches under each of the three experimental scenarios were 

averaged across all users. A t-test was used to compare the total number of required switches 

using the adaptive strategy and the best possible fixed list for each scenario. Comparisons with p 

⩽ 0.05 were considered significant. 

3.3 Results 
An example of GVF prediction values during the experiments in the Static-Learning and 

unlearning scenario is shown in Fig. 3.4. An excerpt of the GVF values for all modes is shown in 

Fig. 3.4a; for the times that the user initiated a switching action (vertical red-dashed lines), the 

next intended mode (filled area) had the highest prediction value among all other available 

modes, and began to rise before the switching action took place (the ongoing active mode was 

not considered in the comparisons as it was always ranked last in the list). In the case when Left 

turn (purple), for instance, was the desired mode after using the Fast mode (orange), its GVF 

value rose in advance and was the highest among all other modes, before the switching action 

took place. An example of GVF predictions at relevant switching instances for two modes in the 

Static-Learning and unlearning scenario is provided in Fig. 3.4b. The GVFs of the Normal speed 

mode used regularly in phase 1 increased (learned) and then decreased (unlearned) in phase 2 

during which the Fast mode was used instead. The GVFs for the Fast mode increased (new 
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learning) during phase 2. After 4 times of using the Fast speed mode instead of the Normal speed 

in phase 2, the Fast speed became the dominant mode and its GVF value was higher than that for 

the Normal speed. Also, after 8 times of not selecting the Normal speed in the instances that the 

system expected the Normal speed to be selected, its GVF values dropped below the learning 

threshold, indicating that the Normal speed was unlearned.  

Samples of the learned weights (user u2, Left turn) at the end of the experiments for all three 

scenarios are shown in Fig. 3.5. The Static scenarios showed generally higher values for the 

Vicon-related weights, while the Dynamic scenario emphasized more the LiDAR-related 

weights. This was aligned with our expectations, as the Static scenarios were more dependent on 

the position of the users, but the Dynamic scenarios were completely LiDAR-dependant and 

independent of the 2D positions of the user. The gradual decrease seen in the weight values is 

due to using different m values in the SKC algorithm (Section II-F), because the associated 

weight values change in accordance to the m values.  

Figure 3.4 Examples of GVF predictions during the Static-Learning and unlearning scenario. (a) User u1 traversing through the blue arrows in 
Fig. 2 (middle row). The vertical red dashed lines signify the initiation of switching instances. The switching list after initiation of each switching 
instance remained the same until a mode was confirmed (vertical grey lines). (b) User u2 using the Fast mode during phase 2 after using Normal 
mode for the first 12 rounds (phase 1) during a specific path. 

(a) (b) 

Switching 
action started 

Mode 
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begins 
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successful 

Learning threshold 
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To verify that the GVF signals were learned and predicted correctly, their true (ideal) return was 

calculated post-hoc. The true return 𝐺𝑡 at each time step 𝑡 is defined as the discounted sum of 

cumulants from 𝑡 + 1 to the termination state, 𝑇, using the following equation: 𝐺𝑡 =

∑ 𝛾𝑘𝑐𝑡+𝑘+1
𝑇
𝑘=0 , where 𝛾 is the discounting factor and 𝑐 is the cumulant, as described in Section 

II-E. GVF predictions were compared to their ideal return by calculating the mean binned 

Figure 3.5 Weight values for the 2nd user (u2) experiments. First row shows the weights 
for the Static-Random pathways scenario while the second and third rows show values 
for the Static-Learning and unlearning and Dynamic scenarios, respectively. The first 
30,000 elements are LiDAR-related weights while the second 30,000 elements are 
Vicon-related weights. The first 10,000 elements of the LiDAR and Vicon groups 
correspond to m=500 active elements in the SKC function approximation method. The 
2nd 10,000 elements correspond to m=300 active elements and the last 10,000 elements 
correspond to m=100 active elements of the SKC method. 

LiDAR-related Vicon-related 

m=500 m=300 m=100 m=500 m=300 m=100 
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absolute error between them for all three users. An example of this comparison for the Slow 

mode in the Static-Learning and unlearning scenario can be seen in Fig. 3.6a. For all users, the 

mean error continually decreased to the end of phase 1, increased noticeably by the change in the 

modes’ utilization at the beginning of phase 2, and decreased again afterwards. Moreover, 

comparing the mean error in the first bin of phase 1 and the bin following phase 2 shows the 

effect of learning, as the latter had larger error, meaning that it had to learn new values for 

weights while also trying to overcome the values learned during phase 1. Fig. 3.6b shows the 

prediction signals, their true return and the raw activity level (cumulant values, cj=1 for the 

current active mode and cj=0 for other modes) for the bins at the beginning of phase 1 (bin 1), 

before phase 2 (bin 5 for the 1st user; bin 6 for the 2nd and 3rd users), just after phase 2 (bin 6 for 

the 1st user; bin 7 for the 2nd and 3rd users), and the bin at the end of phase 2 (bin 11). In addition 

to the alignment of the prediction signals with their true return, both rose in advance of the 

cumulant raw activity level. This is important because the early rise placed the desired modes on 

top of the switching list, before the user hit the switch button. 

The number of required switches at each switching instance using the adaptive strategy is shown 

in Fig. 3.7a for all users and all experimental scenarios. The sum of potential learning system 

errors in each round (Static scenarios) or each setup (Dynamic scenario) is plotted in Fig. 3.7b. 

Potential error was defined as the instances where the system did not present a desired mode (or 

two modes) at the top of the switching list. A potential error was calculated as the number of 

switching actions minus 1, except for the instances where more than one mode could be 

presented to the user; e.g., when facing a front-only obstacle where both turning Left and Right 

are rational suggestions based on the user’s pervious activities. In these exception instances, two 

required switches also resulted in a zero potential error if the two first modes in the list were the 
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expected modes. For instances where the first mode in the list was chosen by the user (one 

Figure 3.6 A comparison between the prediction values, their true return and the raw activity levels (cumulants) for the Static-Learning and 
unlearning scenario. (a) The absolute errors between the prediction values and their true return (for the Slow mode, as an example) were 
divided into 11 bins for each user (u) and the mean values along with the standard deviations of each bin were plotted. The number of time 
steps at each bin were determined as 1990, 1555, 1170 for users u1, u2 and u3, respectively. These bin numbers were chosen to best separate the 
occurrence of phase 2 from phase 1. (b) The prediction, true return and raw activity values plotted for four different bins. 
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required switch) but there were two possible modes to switch to, one potential error was recorded 

for that instance if the second mode in the list was not the expected mode. Therefore, ideally 

after an initial early learning period, only one switch should have been required at each instance 

unless an uncertainty is present (the exception instances). For the Static-Random pathways 

scenario (Fig. 3.7b, left), after traversing the green and yellow arrows for the first three rounds 

(Fig. 3.2, top row), the potential errors were zero and only one switch was needed at the 3rd 

round for all users. For the next three rounds (4-6), a new set of arrows (blue & red, Fig 3.2, top 

row) were traversed. After an initial rise in the errors and in the number of switches, there were 

no errors and no more than two switches from the 6th round on for all users except for two 

instances were there was one switching error and three required switches for the 3rd user (u3). 

The Static-Learning and unlearning scenario showed zero error and one required switch after an 

initial learning period during phase 1 (Fig. 3.7b, middle). However, it took the system between 3-

5 rounds to replace the old fully learned modes in the switching list with the new modes in phase 

2, while only 1-3 rounds were needed for the initial learning in phase 1 to become error-free. 

This was consistent with the finding in Fig. 3.6a (learning new values of weights while also 

trying to overcome the learned values during phase 1). No error was seen after that initial 

learning part of phase 2. In the Dynamic scenario, the number of switches and potential errors for 

Left turn and Right turn modes are plotted in Fig. 3.7, right column. They were the main modes 

of interest in this scenario as this scenario was specifically targeting the capabilities of the 

system in predicting Left and Right turns based on the LiDAR-provided information (Vicon-

related weights were expected to gain lower weights, as observed in Fig. 3.5, third row). After 

the first set (first 40 switches, 10 setups, seen as the initial learning set; Section II-D), the system 

was able to generalize the turning behavior to all the obstacles regardless of their 2D position in 
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the environment, where the 2nd and 3rd sets showed an error only in 2-4 instances (out of 80) and 

no more than 2 switches were required at each instance of the 2nd and 3rd sets. 

The average number of required switches for each round (Static scenarios) or each setup 

(Dynamic scenario) was compared for all 3 sets (3 consecutive sets for each scenario, each 

performed on a different day), under the adaptive and the best possible fixed list strategies. The 

results of the comparison are depicted in Fig. 3.8. For the Static-Random pathways scenario, the 

adaptive strategy required significantly lower number of switches at each round during the 2nd 

and 3rd sets for all 3 users. The Static-learning and unlearning scenario also showed a 

significantly decreased number of switches for the adaptive strategy during set 1 (for 2nd and 3rd 

users) and sets 2 and 3 (for all 3 users). For the Dynamic scenario, a significantly decreased 

number of switches for the adaptive strategy during set 1 (for 1st and 3rd users) and sets 2 and 3 

(for all 3 users) was seen. Moreover, the sets under the adaptive strategy itself showed a 

significantly lower number in set 2 (2nd and 3rd users) and set 3 (all 3 users) in comparison to set 

1, which demonstrates the effect of learning.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.7 (a) Number of required switching actions at each switching instance using the adaptive strategy for all scenarios and all users. (b) Sum 
of potential system errors using the adaptive strategy for each round (Static scenarios) or setup (Dynamic scenario) for all scenarios and all users. 
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A comparison between the average of total number of required switches in each experimental 

scenario across all users under the adaptive and the best possible lists is shown in Fig. 3. 9. For 

all scenarios, the total number of switches was significantly lower under the adaptive strategy (p 

= 0.025, 0.024, 0.003 for the Static-Random pathways, Static-Learning and unlearning and 

Dynamic, respectively). Moreover, the number of switching hits under the adaptive list was close 

to the minimal possible number of switches (considering one switch for each switching instance; 

horizontal lines in Fig. 3.9), demonstrating the success of the proposed method. 

e
e

e

u 1
 

u 2
 

u 3
 

Figure 3.8 Statistical comparison (2 x 3 repeated measures analysis of variance) between the average 
number of required switches based on a best possible fixed list (grey; mean ± SD) and the adaptive list 
(green; mean ± SD) for all experimental scenarios. Left column: Static-Random pathways scenario for all 
users (u1-u3). Middle column: Static-Learning and unlearning scenario for all users. Right column: Dynamic 
scenario for all users. The number of required switches were averaged for all rounds (Static scenarios, 8 
rounds at each set) and for all setups (Dynamic scenario, 10 setups for each set) at each set. *p < 0.05. 
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3.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
This study represents an important contribution to the overall goal of restoring walking after 

paralysis by making it possible to take users’ personalized intentions into account during the 

control of lower-limb exoskeletons. This promises to make control of future exoskeletons easier 

and less tedious. Using the adaptive strategy, the users’ preferences were, for the first time, 

learned online (continually during ongoing experience) and presented to them in order of 

expected relevance during their manual control interactions. Under the adaptive strategy, the 

total number of required switches were significantly lower, and reduced by nearly 50% in 

comparison to the best traditional non-adaptive method. The system was generalizable across 

different scenarios and was precise in predicting the users’ needs at different occasions, where 

randomness or uncertainties were present. No pre-training was needed and the system updated its 

decisions by interacting with the users during walking. 

Importantly, the proposed system, unlike many high-level controllers, would not force the users 

to select a mode; instead, it enhances its response to their intention by proposing a walking 

Minimum possible 
number of switches 

Figure 3.9 Statistical comparison (t-test) between the total number of 
required switches for each experimental scenario using the best possible 
fixed list (grey) and the adaptive list (green), averaged across all three 
users (mean ± SD). The dashed horizontal blue lines show the minimal 
possible number of switching hits for each scenario. *p < 0.05. 
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mode. The users always would have the authority to switch again and select the next mode(s) in 

the switching list. The system continually corrected its predictions to adapt to its users’ walking 

behaviors. We expect that the adaptive strategy contributed in this work can benefit persons with 

mobility impairments due to conditions such as SCI (either complete or incomplete), stroke or 

multiple sclerosis who require aid when walking.  

The findings are consistent with those in upper limb prostheses, where the control interface for 

moving 4 joints (shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand) was improved using real-time adaptive 

switching [144], [145], and a significant decrease in the total number of required switches was 

seen in comparison to the non-adaptive method. This study substantially advanced the work in 

the previous studies by enhancing the function approximator, taking environmental information 

into account and testing in more advanced and less predictable (Random pathways and Dynamic) 

scenarios. 

This study had a few limitations. 1) Only 5 walking modes were used; however, the system 

theoretically can anticipate an infinite number of GVFs (and operating modes accordingly) and 

rearrange the associated modes in the switching list, as each GVF is calculated independently. 2) 

The LiDAR sensors received noiseless signals in the lab environment; additional filtering will be 

necessary in outdoor environments. 3) A Vicon motion capture system was used for determining 

the users’ locations in the lab; this can be replaced by high precision GPS systems in home or 

outdoor environments. 4) Testing was performed on only three users (experimenters); 

nonetheless, the consistency in learning across these users suggests that the same will be 

accomplished across all potential users of lower-limb exoskeletons.  
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Designing an autonomous strategy which eliminates the need for even a single switching action 

will be the focus of future work. Moreover, recruiting participants with walking impairments and 

conducting qualitative studies on the mental load experienced by the participants when using the 

adaptive strategy is also an essential step towards translating this system to real-world 

applications. 
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Chapter 4: General Discussion 

4.1 Summary and Significance 

4.1.1 Thesis Summary and Significance 

The overall goal of this work was to design an intelligent method to reduce the cognitive and 

physical burdens associated with walking using lower-limb exoskeletons after paralysis. 

Specifically, the work outlined in this thesis demonstrates the first use of a biologically inspired 

predictive approach, called General Value Functions (GVFs) [90], in an applied setting for 

predicting the lower-limb exoskeletons users’ intention in switching between walking modes. 

GVFs are value functions with the ability of predicting unlimited non-reward signals over a 

window in the future. The prediction-driven behavior of the GVFs is inspired from the role of the 

cerebellum in the brain by making predictions and verifying those predictions against actual 

sensory data [93]–[95]. Accurate and proper predictions will enhance the ability to control the 

upcoming situation and prepare an appropriate response [58]. GVFs were used in this work to 

produce predictive knowledge that can benefit the exoskeleton users by sharing the control 

burden between the user and the device. State-of-the-art lower-limb exoskeletons offer various 

walking/operating modes than can be chosen by their users. However, determining an efficient 

way to choose or switch between these incorporated modes has been identified as a major 

problem among the end users of robotic devices [57], [138]. To this end, a GVF-based strategy 

was designed and tested across users (experimenters) walking with the exoskeleton. The 

developed strategy, called adaptive switching controller, learned the users’ preferences in 

choosing modes at specific states, adapted to the users’ walking patterns and behaviours, and 

proposed in advance the most likely mode(s) that the users may select next. This resulted in a 

significantly lower number of required switching actions on the part of the users by using a 
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switch button, in comparison to manual switching between modes through a pre-ordered list. 

Figure 4.1 shows a comparison of the traditional non-adaptive switching list and the adaptive 

switching list used in this study. Real-time prediction learning and adaptation were applied in 

this work, for the first time, to enhance the control interface of a lower-limb exoskeleton during 

uninterrupted and continuous use. The adaptive switching method developed in this work is 

expected to be used to benefit persons with mobility impairments who require assistance when 

walking. This work resulted in a ground breaking accomplishment and a promising deliverable 

that is geared towards real-world application of the smart lower-limb exoskeleton robots. 

4.1.2 A Machine-learned System for Lower-limb Exoskeletons’ Control – Offline Verification 

The goal of the work in chapter 2 was to assess the capabilities of a machine-learned adaptive 

algorithm in predicting the most likely walking modes chosen by a user in an offline setup [147]. 

As the developed learning system controlled the general motion of the exoskeleton (high-level 

control), the usability of the method had to be verified first in an offline setup. This helped to 

debug the learning algorithms and provide a safe experimental environment for the users. A user 

 

Figure 4.1 A comparison between the traditional non-adaptive switching method (top row) and the adaptive 
switching method (bottom row). The desired walking mode at each switching instance is highlighted as green. It 
can be seen that the adaptive method reorders the switching list to optimize the number of required switches 
(shown by numbers on top of each arrow) at each switching instance. 
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(experimenter) walked with the lower-limb exoskeleton in different experimental scenarios using 

a switching panel. Five walking modes (three walking speeds and turning left/right) were 

available to switch to, and a separate switch button was allocated for each walking mode. Three 

LiDAR sensors mounted on three sides of a walker recorded the distance of the user to the 

objects, located in the experimental environment. Position of the user was determined 

mathematically in a 2D plane post-hoc using a reference coordinate system and the time spent in 

each mode along with the speed of that mode. The LiDAR and position-related information in 

addition to the user’s switching choices at each time step were passed to the designed learning 

system post-hoc. The system showed its potential in learning and adapting to the user 

preferences, predicting the next mode that was chosen by the user. The system was able to re-

order a switching list containing the mentioned five modes based on the likelihood of the modes 

being used next (e.g., the mode with the highest prediction value of being used next was ranked 

first). Comparing the machine-learned adaptive method to the best possible non-adaptive strategy 

(fixed list) showed an average of 42.44% reduction in the total number of required switching 

actions under the adaptive strategy. This work formed the framework for the real-time, online 

application of this system using a single button for switching from one mode to a different mode. 

4.1.3 A Machine-learned System for the Control of Lower-limb Exoskeletons – Real-time 
Verification 

Chapter 3 aimed to assess the online capabilities of the designed GVF-based adaptive system in 

predicting users’ future selection of walking modes in real-time, when walking with a lower-limb 

exoskeleton. Three neurologically-intact users (experimenters) walked with the exoskeleton each 

in three unique experimental scenarios, mimicking real-world situations. Five walking modes 

were pre-ordered in a switching list, where the order of the modes in the list was updated at each 

time step, based on their likelihood of being used next. One switch button was allocated for 
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switching between modes. Using Selective Kanerva Coding (SKC) [146], the system decoded 

the LiDAR-provided information on the objects inside the experimental environment and the 

Vicon motion capture system-provided information on users’ position. Using GVFs and 

temporal-difference learning (TD) [148], the system was able to 1) learn the users’ preferences at 

each specific state, 2) unlearn the mode selections that were not preferred anymore and 3) 

generalize across similar situations, while discriminating the choices across separated situations. 

Overall, an adaptive controller was designed with the capability of adapting to the users’ walking 

patterns and choices. The modes were suggested to the users according to their ranking in the 

adaptive switching list. Users had the authority to either select the suggested mode or switch to 

the next mode(s) in the list. The adaptive controller did not require any previous training dataset 

and was able to quickly adapt to the users’ behavior. The adaptive controller did not force the 

users to select a mode, but it enhanced its response to their intention by proposing a walking 

mode that it predicted the users wanted to switch to. This study showed that it is possible to both 

learn and unlearn users’ switching behaviors in real-time. In practice, both humans and machines 

can make mistakes, or humans can change their approach after a while. In the case of 

exoskeletons, users can get used to the device and tend to walk with higher speeds or the 

rehabilitation regime can change after some observations. As a result, it was important to show 

that not only the system can learn behaviors, but also it can allow for a learned behavior to be 

unlearned. This project combined the advanced function approximation, prediction and learning 

methods with the lower-limb exoskeletons’ technology to propose a personalized approach to 

restore walking after paralysis and make the control of lower-limb exoskeletons one step smarter 

and closer to their utilization in real-world communities. 
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4.2 Limitations 
The experiments were conducted in the laboratory setup, where LiDAR sensors provided 

noiseless and accurate signals in short distances (less than 10 meters). In outdoor settings, more 

filtering will be required. Moreover, position of the users was determined with high accuracy 

using 8 Vicon motion capture system cameras. In both outdoor or indoor settings, high precision 

GPS systems can take the place of the cameras.   

The machine learning controller was developed and tested in MATLAB and sent the selected 

mode to the Real-time Desktop Simulink environment of MATLAB to be commanded to the 

exoskeleton joints. The exoskeleton was connected to a computer with an Intel Core i9 CPU via 

USB. However, deploying these codes into the exoskeleton system processors can be challenging 

due to the limitations of compiling. Additional verifications and continuous maintenance based 

on the available resources would be required for translating a machine-learned prototype into 

production.  

Five walking modes, consisting of three speeds and two turning modes were utilized in this 

study. However, the system theoretically has the ability to predict the utility of unlimited number 

of modes as each GVF prediction value is calculated independently. As a result, the system can 

be tested by adding other operating modes such as ascending/descending stairs, sit-to-stand and 

stand-to-sit transitions. 

Moreover, the study utilized three neurologically-intact users (experimenter) for testing the 

system’s effectiveness, due to the limitation on recruiting study participants and the end users of 

the exoskeletons. However, the three users' shared consistency in their learning pattern suggests 

that all potential users of lower-limb exoskeletons can benefit from the proposed strategy in the 

same way.  
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4.3 Future Directions 
This thesis was a research and development study, containing an initial validation of an adaptive 

controller for lower-limb exoskeletons. While this work showed the effectiveness of the adaptive 

controller in terms of reducing the number of required switching actions, a qualitative study 

should follow. In addition to adapting the system to the users, the amount of users’ adaptation to 

the system should also be investigated. This can be achieved by 1) recruiting a large number of 

study participants with different neurological conditions affecting their walking abilities, and 2) 

conducting a subjective mental workload assessment of the participants while using both the 

adaptive and the non-adaptive traditional controllers. It is important to know whether the 

proposed approach and the fact that the modes are being re-ordered in the switching list adds or 

reduces the cognitive load and whether they can see the proposed approach as an applicable 

method for their daily usage. 

Moreover, while the adaptive system under ideal situations requires only a single switching 

action to switch between modes, introducing autonomous transitions can be seen as an 

enhancement [61]. Autonomous controller uses GVFs in real-time to predict when is the right 

time to switch, based on users’ previous activities. As the autonomous controller tries to optimize 

a policy of switching, rather than the policy of using an operating mode, it requires another realm 

of TD learning methods, called off-policy gradient TD learning [61], [149].  

If a function approximation technique like SKC is employed, as it did in this work, the addition 

of sensors (e.g., more LiDAR sensors, eye gaze trackers) is possible since it is unaffected by the 

exponential rise in dimensions that regular tile coding suffers from [82]. While the LiDAR 

sensors in this study were able to detect objects with a certain minimum amplitude, addition of 

sensors facing the ground in front of the users to detect ground objects seems important. It can 
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help the system to identify and prepare for a desired response (e.g., increasing the step amplitude 

to bypass the object) when facing those objects. Eye gaze trackers can also be an interesting 

addition to the system. The system can track the users’ attention and predict a response 

accordingly.  

Finally, the adaptive switching technique developed in this work can be translated to 

exoskeletons in other fields as well. The exoskeletons used in industrial applications, both for 

upper and lower-limb assistance, can benefit from this optimized human-robot interaction. 

Supernumerary robotic limbs can also be equipped with the adaptive and eventually autonomous 

switching controllers to achieve their ultimate goal of enhancing human capabilities. 

4.4 Links to Neuroscience 
The learning methods used in this study were inspired from and/or linked to the functions of the 

nervous systems in animals and humans. These connections are summarized below. 

4.4.1 Dopamine and TD Error 

Nearly every area of the brain exhibits neural activity linked to reward processing. In RL 

algorithms, the reward, 𝑅𝑡, summarizes the main problem that the RL agent is trying to solve. 

We might think of that in brain as the result of multiple systems that are related to pleasure or 

punishment. These systems generate neural signals that contribute to the overall perception of 

reward [81].  

The largest similarity between this work and systems neuroscience lies in the TD error correction 

behavior used in this work. Dopamine is one of the neurotransmitters crucial for reward 

processing in the brain, with the cell bodies mainly residing in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) 

and the substantia nigra pars compacta of the midbrain. According to the “reward prediction 
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error hypothesis of dopamine neuron activity,” one of the purposes of the phasic activity of 

dopamine-producing neurons in the midbrain of animals is to transmit an error between a 

previous and a present estimate of projected future reward to specific brain regions [81], [150]. 

In this regard, TD error formation is highly similar to the phasic activity of dopamine-producing 

neurons. Sutton and Barto in [81] identified 4 main similarities between these two concepts 

according to the experiments conducted by Schultz’s group [151], [152]. The 4 similarities and 

their connections with the findings in this thesis work are summarized below: 

1) A dopaminergic neuron only exhibits the phasic response when a rewarding experience is 

unexpected (not fully predicted). This is the same as the procedure in TD algorithm; a TD error 

(𝛿𝑡 = 𝐶𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝑉(𝑆𝑡+1) − 𝑉(𝑆𝑡)) is non-zero only when the GVF prediction (𝑉(𝑆𝑡+1)) is not 

fully predicted, regardless of the reward being received (or in this study, the cumulant C being 

either 0 or 1). Meaning that if 𝑉(𝑆𝑡+1) = 𝑉(𝑆𝑡) =
𝐶𝑡+1

1−𝛾
 , then the TD error 𝛿𝑡 is zero and no 

additional update will occur. In this study, cumulants were either 0 or 1. In case of a cumulant 

being 0, then 𝑉(𝑆𝑡+1) = 𝑉(𝑆𝑡) = 0 means that the system has not yet experienced the utilization 

of the cumulant (walking mode) whose GVF is in question. Therefore, it is predicting 

“undoubtedly” that the considered cumulant (walking mode) is not going to be used in the next 

time step. This was seen in the GVF values during early learning, for the walking modes that 

were not utilized yet. In case of a cumulant being 1, then 𝑉(𝑆𝑡+1) = 𝑉(𝑆𝑡) =
1

1−𝛾
 shows that the 

GVF prediction has been saturated to its maximum value. The system is again predicating 

“without any uncertainty” that the current active mode is being used in the next time step as well. 

There would be no update (phasic dopaminergic response) in both cases. Figure 4.2 shows an 

example of an unutilized GVF cumulant (mode) remaining in 0, and a utilized GVF cumulant 
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(mode) which is saturated to its maximum value ( 1

1−0.98
 =50) during a post-hoc test using the 

learning parameters in this study (𝛾 = 0.98, ). 

2) Neutral cues that come before a reward initially do not trigger significant phasic dopamine 

responses, but as learning progresses, these signals acquire predictive significance and start to 

trigger phasic dopaminergic responses. This was the same as the observation in this work, where, 

as an example, Left/Right turn GVFs were not triggered (did not rise) during early learning while 

facing an obstacle (the cue) and before the users selected those modes (the reward), but facing 

the obstacles gained predictive significance during continual online learning using the TD update 

rule, and made the Left/Right turn GVFs rise in advance of the users’ switching action.  

3) If an even earlier stimulus comes before the one that has already developed predictive 

knowledge, the phasic dopaminergic response switches to the earlier cue and stops for the later 

cue. This parallels the bootstrapping effect in TD learning, where update priority is given to an 

earlier predictive stimulus over a later predictive stimulus (closer rewards/cumulants to the 

current time step will have a larger effect on the return value than the later rewards/cumulants). 

4) After learning, a dopaminergic neuron's response falls below its baseline level shortly if the 

predicted rewarding event is omitted. This was consistent with the Learning and unlearning 
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scenario results, where the GVF of modes in phase 1 dropped below the learning threshold 

(became unlearned) after several rounds of not being used (C=0) due to a negative TD error.  

4.4.2 Cerebellum and General Value Functions  

The prediction task in this study was to predict which walking mode of the exoskeleton a user 

will want to select next. This question was answered by using GVFs and updating their 

associated learning weights using TD learning. Using GVFs to predict future human-machine 

interactions is parallel with the brain making “forward” motor predictions of its own [96], [104]. 

Motor learning entails behavioral adaptations of the brain (or the body itself) in controlling the 

body due to interactions with the environment, especially when there are unexpected changes in 

the tasks or the environment, and can be distinct from maturation and innate motor behaviors. As 

these changes are unpredictable, a pre-specified control system is unable to respond accordingly 

and therefore, flexibility in the control system is needed [96]. In this regards, the cerebellum is 

hypothesized to predict the outcomes of a motor or cognitive command that comes from the 

Figure 4.2 GVF values for 2 arbitrary cumulants in a post-hoc test. One mode (blue) was being activated (C=1) for 
the duration of the test (6000 time steps), while the other mode (red) was not utilized (C=0) at all. The activated 
mode reached to its maximum GVF value of 50 and remained at that level after 3830 time steps. The unutilized 
mode GVF remained zero during the whole duration of the test. 
 

Saturation point 
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cerebral cortex in order to get the musculoskeletal system ready to handle ongoing changes 

[100]. Morton and Bastian [153] showed that damage to the cerebellum reduces the ability to 

adapt to predictable (feedforward) tasks but not to the unpredictable changes that require reactive 

control. This is aligned with forward internal models [94], [95], stating that the cerebellum 

predicts and modifies the sensory results of motor commands and participates in computing 

sensory prediction errors by evaluating the predictions against the sensory feedback. Use of 

GVFs in making forward predictions of the state of the system is parallel with these findings. 

Specifically, in this work, GVFs were used to provide a predictive response to the question of 

“which walking mode, among five walking modes, an exoskeleton user wants to select next?” 

Overall, GVFs tackle one of the most difficult issues in AI/ML: how does an agent create a 

picture/representation of the world based on its own experience? This has been studied for more 

than a decade [84], [101] and the underlying motivations and correlations to the field of 

Neuroscience have yet to be completely uncovered. 
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